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Chinese: Cantonese
Dictionaries
Cantonese dictionary & phrasebook, 2011, Hippocrene, 9780781812795, pp.204, £13.99
Contains 4,000 entries, and each entry includes Cantonese characters and intuitive phonetics. It provides
concise grammar and pronunciation sections.
English-Cantonese, Cantonese-English one-to-one dictionary (Yang, N.), 01/06/2015, Star Books,
9781908357540 pp.365, £19.95
Well regarded word-to-word two-way dictionary with Chinese script and transliteration. Suitable for exam use.
Hippocrene Cantonese<>English practical dictionary, 2013, Hippocrene, 9780781813129, pp.416,
£20.99
Over 14,000 words including business and technical terms (Suitable for EAL exam purposes).
Xinhua dictionary: with English translation, 2003, The Commercial Press, 9789620702532, pp.929,
£27.95
Chinese-English dictionary with traditional characters and simplified variations, pinyin transcription and English
translations.

Courses
Chinese made easy: Traditional characters version (Ma, Y. & X. Li), 3rd ed., 2015-2016, Joint Publishing
Suitable for home or classroom study. Each level consists of textbook (with CD), workbook and teacher's book
(with CD). Levels 1-3 lead the student up to GCSE/IGSCE and levels 4-5 to A-Level. Upon completion of the 5
levels, student will have acquired a vocabulary of approximately 1,700 Chinese characters and several
thousand phrases.
Level 1 — student’s book, 9789620436987, £21.95; workbook, 9789620437052, £17.95
Level 2 — student’s book, 9789620436994, £19.95; workbook, 9789620437069, £15.95
Level 3 — student’s book, 9789620437007, £19.95; workbook, 9789620437076, £15.95
Level 4 — student’s book, 9789620437014, £19.95; workbook, 9789620437083, £15.95

Colloquial Cantonese: the complete course for beginners (Bourgerie, D., Tong K.S.T. & G. James),
01/08/2015, Routledge, book with online access, 9781138958227, £49.99
Beginner's course with many useful exercises with answer key section, dialogues, grammar reference and
vocabulary lists.
Get started in Cantonese, 27/12/2013, Hodder & Stoughton, book with CD(s), 9781444174991,
£29.99
Simple step-by-step approach and an easy-to-follow page design make learning Cantonese memorable and
fun. This new edition has complete audio support.
NEW! Integrated Chinese, 4th ed., 2016, Cheng & Tsui
An acclaimed Chinese language course that delivers a cohesive system of print and digital resources for highly
effective teaching and learning. With grammar and speaking practice, visual cues and lesson summaries.
Level 1 — Textbook (traditional characters), 9781622911325, £79.95; workbook (traditional
characters), 9781622911318, £32.95;

Teach yourself complete Cantonese (Baker, H., & P. K. Ho), 30/05/2015, Hodder
Book, 9781473604995, £24.99; book with CD(s), 9781473600829, £39.99

Learn everyday, useful Cantonese through real-life situations that make the grammar and vocabulary easy and
memorable. This new edition has an easy-to-read page design and complete audio-support (MP3 compatible).

Grammars
Basic Cantonese: a grammar & workbook (Yip, V. & S. Matthews), 2nd ed., 07/02/2017,
9780415815598, £35.99
Featuring jargon-free explanations of grammar in a clear, accessible format. With exercises and key included.
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NEW! Basic Cantonese: a grammar and workbook, 2nd ed., 30/01/2017, Routledge,
9780415815598, £35.99
Each of the 28 units deals with a grammatical topic and provides associated exercises, designed to put
grammar into a communicative context. Special attention is paid to topics which differ from English and
European language structures.
NEW! Intermediate Cantonese: a grammar and workbook, 2nd ed., 28/02/2017, Routledge,
9780415815611, £32.99
Each of the 28 units deals with a grammatical topic and provides associated exercises, designed to put
grammar into a communicative context. Special attention is paid to topics which differ from English and
European language structures.
Reading and writing Chinese (traditional character edition): A comprehensive guide to the
Chinese writing system (McNaughton, W. & L. Ying), 2nd ed., 08/09/2016, Tuttle, 9780804847155,
pp.348, £13.99
The book introduces and defines more than 2000 Chinese characters. It has been designed to bring the
beginner as rapidly as possible to a level of written competence that will provide a solid foundation for
advanced study.

Vocabulary
NEW! A dictionary of Cantonese slang, 31/05/2017, C Hurst & Co, 9781849046626, pp.492, £18.99
Providing a description and analysis of Hong Kong vernacular Cantonese speech styles, notably the language
of the Triad-dominated criminal underworld, of teenagers and of Hong Kong movies and comics, this reference
text is arranged alphabetically in both Cantonese and English.

Cantonese for children
Chinese for kids flashcards: Traditional character edition, 2008, Tuttle
Volume 1, 9780804839358, £10.83+VAT

A fun and kid-friendly introduction to Chinese. Teaches 64 basic Chinese words and their uses. This kit contains:
64 flash cards, an audio CD, a wall chart and a learning guide.
Chinese made easy for kids: Traditional characters version (Ma, Y.), 2nd ed., 2015, Joint Publishing
For primary school students starting to learn Chinese as complete beginners. A colourful course consisting of
four levels, each comprising textbook with CD and workbook. By the end of this series, children will be able to
write from memory approx. 100 simple Chinese characters and recognise over 500 more.
Textbook 1, 9789620436871, £16.95; workbook 1, 9789620436918, £11.95
Textbook 2, 9789620436888, £16.95; workbook 2, 9789620436925, £11.95
Textbook 3, 9789620436895, £16.95; workbook 3, 9789620436932, £11.95
Textbook 4, 9789620436901, £16.95; workbook 4, 9789620436949, £13.95

Script
Remembering traditional Hanzi: How not to forget the meaning and writing of Chinese characters
(Heisig, J.W. & T.W. Richardson), 2009-2012, Hawaii University Press
Volume 1, 9780824833244, £29.50; volume 2, 9780824836566, £30.50

Covers the writing and meaning of the 1000 most commonly used characters in the traditional Chinese writing
system, plus another 500 that are best learned at an early stage.
NEW! The second 100 Chinese characters: Traditional character version (Matthews, A. & L.
Matthews), 20/10/2017, Tuttle, 9780804849371, pp.128, £7.99
Each character is shown separately on a single page, along with its English definitions, hanyu pinyin
romanization, alternate form, a stroke-order guide and ample writing space.

www.grantandcutler.com
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Chinese: Mandarin
Dictionaries
Chinese-English visual bilingual dictionary, 2nd ed., 01/06/2015, Dorling Kindersley,
9780241199176, £8.99
Look and learn to recall a wealth of everyday vocabulary in Chinese with this intuitive easy-to-use visual
language dictionary. Whether it's for business or pleasure, pick up 6,000 key Chinese words and phrases on
a range of subjects.
Collins Chinese dictionary, 4th ed., 07/04/2016, Collins, 9780008120481, pp.1120, £14.99
This dictionary offers the learner of Chinese or English the essential two-in-one reference: an up-to-date
dictionary and a user-friendly language supplement in one handy volume.
Collins easy learning Mandarin Chinese dictionary, 2nd ed., 30/07/2015, Collins, 9780008119515,
pp.640, £10.99
Part of the bestselling and acclaimed Easy Learning range, and ideal for school and home study. It contains
Chinese characters and their pinyin transcription. With free extra study materials online.
NEW! Collins FLTRP English-Mandarin Chinese dictionary, 19/05/2016, Collins,
9780008179786, £50.00
Over 250,000 English words and phrases and nearly 500,000 Chinese translations. Written for advanced
learners and professionals working with English and Mandarin Chinese, it includes the latest coverage of
contemporary English.
NEW! Collins gem Mandarin Chinese dictionary, 3rd ed., 18/06/2016, Harper Collins,
9780008141837, pp.672, £6.99
A clear colour layout, up-to-date coverage of everyday words and phrases, and a travel supplement make this
dictionary the ideal portable companion.
NEW! Collins Mandarin Chinese Dictionary: pocket edition, 4th ed., 13/01/2017, Collins,
9780008196035, pp.680, £10.99
Clear layout and presentation of information makes it ideal for learners of both languages. With pinyin and
examples of usage. Approx. 40,000 words.
Concise Chinese>English usage dictionary: a study reference to the 500 most essential Mandarin
characters, 2012, Hippocrene, 9780781812931, £18.99
An indispensable reference allowing the user to master the Chinese writing system and quickly expand
vocabulary and comprehension. Words are presented in pinyin order.
NEW! Mandarin Chinese picture dictionary, 10/10/2017, Tuttle, hardback, 9780804845694, £12.99
Covers 1,000 key words and phrases with Chinese characters, pinyin transliteration and English translation for
each word. With audio CD.
New Oxford beginner's Chinese dictionary, 2006, Oxford University Press, 9780199298532,
pp.528, £10.99
Simplified Chinese script and romanized Mandarin pronunciations throughout.
Oxford Chinese<>English dictionary, 2010, Oxford University Press, hardback, 9780199207619,
pp.1013, £50.00
The largest and most authoritative two-way dictionary available, produced in association with the Foreign
Language Teaching & Research Press (FLTRP) in China. Comprehensive, in-depth coverage for English and
Chinese speakers, with accurate and up-to-date translations, plus extensive grammar and usage help.
Oxford Chinese<>English mini dictionary (Yuan, B.), 2nd ed., 2012, Oxford University Press, flexi
(plastic) cover, 9780199692675, pp.656, £6.99
45,000 entries and translations. A handy and comprehensive dictionary designed for students, tourists and
business people. (Suitable for EAL exam purposes.)
NEW! Oxford Chinese-English picture dictionary (Shapiro, N. & J. Adelson-Goldstein), 3rd ed.,
10/11/2016, Oxford University Press, 9780194505314, pp.236, £23.10
Over 3,700 words in full colour, defined in context under 140 key topics. A lot of exercises, an index and a
pronunciation guide. For adults and young adults.
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Pocket Oxford Chinese dictionary: English<>Chinese with talking Chinese dictionary and instant
translator CD-ROM, 2009, Oxford University Press, 9780198005940, £13.99
A two-way dictionary containing over 220,000 words, phrases, and translations. The CD-ROM is searchable by
Chinese, Pinyin, or English words and phrases. It also features full audio of Mandarin pronunciation for all
single-character dictionary entries.
NEW! Tuttle compact Chinese dictionary, 02/02/2016, Tuttle, 9780804845823, pp.640, £12.99
Over 48,000 entries, with idioms and example sentences.
NEW! Tuttle compact Mandarin Chinese dictionary (for HSK), 27/02/2017, Tuttle,
9780804848107, pp.640, £12.99
It contains more than 48,000 words and expressions, including all the words required for the official HSK
Chinese Language Proficiency Examination. Entries are carefully selected to reflect the latest usage in the
spheres of business, technology, sports and media. For each Chinese word, the pronunciation, word classes and
definitions are given together with other useful information on measure words and idiomatic expressions.

Courses
NEW! Gu Wu for Secondary Mandarin Chinese, 01/05/2017, Oxford University Press
Student's book & CD-ROM, 9780198408321, £27.99; teacher's book & CD-ROM, 9780198408352,
£65.46

Focused on developing all four language skills, with revision sheets and grammar, vocabulary and writing
support to ensure confident Mandarin acquisition. Audio recordings and activities on CD-ROM are included.
NEW! Action! China: a field guide to using Chinese in the community (Various), 27/10/2017,
Routledge, 9781138098121, £39.99
A practical guide for intermediate to advanced students of Chinese wanting to maximize their study abroad
experience and enhance their language skills. The book encourages real-life interaction and observations to
improve communication skills.
NEW! Basic Mandarin Chinese: reading & writing, 10/11/2017, Tuttle
Textbook & CD, 9780804847261, £24.99; practice book, 9780804847278, £14.99

A complete beginning-level course for written Mandarin Chinese designed to teach you to read and write
Mandarin quickly and effectively. With free audio recordings.
NEW! Basic Mandarin Chinese: speaking & listening, 10/11/2017, Tuttle
Textbook & CD, 9780804847247, £24.99; practice book, 9780804847254, £14.99

A complete beginning-level course for spoken Mandarin Chinese designed to teach you to read and write
Mandarin quickly and effectively. With free audio recordings.
NEW! China Focus, 2016, Beijing Language & Culture University Press
A set of video materials designed to improve speaking and listening comprehension, and to bring learners closer
to the contemporary Chinese society. The course is divided into six levels, each of which is composed of several
themes, encompassing society, economy, culture, education, life, love, and art.
Intermediate I — Success, 9787561946220, £5.95; Family, 9787561946213, £5.95; Love,
9787561946251, £5.95; Hobbies, 9787561947968, £5.95; Occupations, 9787561947975, £5.95; Life,
9787561947982, £5.95; Campus life, 9787561947999, £5.95; Public welfare, 9787561945247, £5.95;
Dream, 9787561945254, £5.95; Education, 9787561945278, £5.95

Chinese Express - Practise Chinese, 2011, Sinolingua, book with CD-Rom(s), 9781907838163,
£22.99
Sequel to "Chinese Express - Talk Chinese". 40 easy-to-follow lessons for intermediate learners. Includes MP3
CD.
Chinese Express: Talk Chinese (Tan, M. & H. Wang), 4th ed., 01/07/2017, Cypress Book Co., book
with CD(s), 9781845700096, £19.99
A beginner's course designed for classroom or home use, with an emphasis on communication skills. English,
Pinyin & Chinese characters are used in parallel.
Chinese in steps (Zhang, G.X. et al.), Cypress Books
Volume 1 (new ed.), 9781907838101, £15.99; Volume 2 (new ed.), 9781907838118, £15.99; Volume 3
(new ed.), 9781907838125, £15.99

A series of textbooks with CDs designed for English speakers studying Chinese as part of a full-time university
degree programme or a part-time course.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Chinese made easy: simplified character version (Ma, Y. & X. Li), 3rd ed., 2015-2016
Suitable for home or classroom study. Levels 1-3 lead the student up to GCSE/IGSCE and levels 4-5 to A-Level.
Level 1 — student's book, 9789620434587, £21.95; workbook, 9789620434655, £17.95
Level 2 — student’s book, 9789620434594, £21.95; workbook, 9789620434662, £17.95
Level 3 — student’s book, 9789620434600, £21.95; workbook, 9789620434679, £17.95
Level 4 — student’s book, 9789620434617, £21.95; workbook, 9789620434686, £17.95
Level 5 — student’s book, 9789620434624, £29.95

Contemporary Chinese, 01/06/2014, Sinolingua
A practical language course for classroom use.

Level 1 — Textbook, 9787513806176, £14.95; workbook, 9787513806183, £5.95; teacher's book,
9787513806404, £6.95; testing materials, 9787513808347, £7.95; supplementary reading materials,
9787513809313, £5.95; character book, 9787513806190, £9.95; character writing workbook 1A,
9787513809818, £2.95; character writing workbook 1B, 9787513809801, £2.95
Level 2 — Textbook, 9787513807319, £15.95; workbook, 9787513807326, £5.95; teacher's book,
9787513807340, £6.95; testing materials, 9787513807968, £8.95; supplementary reading materials,
9787513808330, £3.95; character book, 9787513807333, £8.95; character writing workbook 2A,
9787513809832, £2.95; character writing workbook 2B, 9787513809825, £2.95
Level 3 — Textbook, 9787513807357, £14.95; workbook, 9787513807364, £5.95; teacher's book,
9787513807371, £6.95; testing materials, 9787513811330, £7.95
Level 4 — Textbook, 9787513808361, £14.95; workbook, 9787513808354, £7.95; teacher's book,
9787513808101, £6.95; testing materials, 9787513811347, £7.95; MP3 CDs, 9787887850324,
£11.78+VAT; supplementary reading materials, 9787513812726, £14.95

Discover China (Anqi, D. et al.), 2010-2012, Macmillan
Suitable for young adults to adult beginners, the series adopts a communicative and integrated approach to
Chinese language learning.
Level 1 — Student's book, 9780230405950, £33.10; workbook, 9780230406384, £18.70
Level 2 — Student's book, 9780230406391, £33.10; workbook, 9780230406407, £18.70
Level 3 — Student's book, 9780230406414, £33.10; workbook, 9780230406421, £18.70
Level 4 — Student's book, 9780230406438, £31.50; workbook, 9780230406445, £16.95

Easy steps to Chinese, Beijing Language and Culture University Press
Easy Steps to Chinese adopts a new approach to teaching Chinese as a foreign language. It is designed for both
primary and secondary school students who are taking Chinese exams, such as GCSE/IGCSE/AS.
Level 1 — Textbook & CD, 9787561916506, £18.95; workbook, 9787561916513, £13.95; posters,
9787561919576, £19.99; picture flashcards, 9787561919545, £19.95; word cards, 9787561919552,
£19.95; teacher's book & CD, 9787561923627, £23.95
Level 2 — Textbook & CD, 9787561918104, £18.95; workbook, 9787561918111, £13.95; posters,
9787561920442, £19.99; picture flashcards, 9787561920404, £19.95; word cards, 9787561920350,
£23.99; teacher's book & CD, 9787561923726, £14.99
Level 3 — Textbook & CD, 9787561918890, £18.95; workbook, 9787561918906, £13.95; posters,
9787561921173, £19.99; picture flashcards, 9787561921180, £19.95; word cards, 9787561921289,
£23.99; teacher's book & CD, 9787561924037, £18.95
Level 4 — Textbook & CD, 9787561919965, £18.95; workbook, 9787561920008, £13.95; teacher's
book & CD, 9787561924600, £18.95
Level 5 — Textbook & CD, 9787561921036, £18.95; workbook, 9787561921296, £13.95; teacher's
book & CD, 9787561932506, £18.95
Level 6 — Textbook & CD, 9787561923818, £23.95; teacher's book & CD, 9787561934043, £14.99
Level 7 — Textbook & CD, 9787561927915, £23.95; teacher's book, 9787561936771, £19.95
Level 8 — Textbook & CD, 9787561930007, £23.95; teacher's book, 9787561937167, £18.95

NEW! Encounters, 31/05/2017, Yale University Press

Book 1, 9780300221237, £40.00; book 2, 9780300221244, £45.00; book 3, 9780300161649, £55.00; book
4, 9780300161656, £60.00

Designed for English-speaking students ready to embark on the adventure of learning Mandarin Chinese,
Encounters accelerates proficiency and cultural understanding through authentic language and cultural
experiences. This fully integrated program includes combined textbook/workbook student editions, audio and
video instruction, online workbooks, and a comprehensive website with extensive educational resources.
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Integrated Chinese, 4th ed., 2016, Cheng & Tsui
An acclaimed Mandarin Chinese language course that delivers a cohesive system of print and digital resources
for highly effective teaching and learning. With grammar and speaking practice, visual cues and lesson
summaries.
Level 1 — Textbook (simplified characters), 9781622911356, £59.95; workbook (simplified
characters), 9781622911363, £32.95; character workbook (simplified), 9781622911370, £25.95

Learn Chinese with me, 2014, People's Education Press
Learn Chinese with me is a series of textbooks designed especially for high school students. It is mainly targeted
at high school students or teenagers aged between 15 and 18 learning Chinese as a second language whose
mother tongue is English.
Level 1 — Student's book, 9787107292163, £24.95; workbook, 9787107289026, £19.95; teacher's
book, 9787107290626, £16.95
Level 2 — Student's book, 9787107280467, £24.95; workbook, 9787107290015, £19.95; teacher's
book, 9787107290244, £16.95
Level 3 — Student's book, 9787107297021, £17.95

NEW! Modern Mandarin Chinese: the Routledge course, 2nd ed., 01/11/2017, Routledge
Textbook 1, 9781138101104, £47.99; workbook 1, 9781138101111, £35.99

A two-year undergraduate course for students with no prior background in Chinese study. Designed to build a
strong foundation in both the spoken and written language it develops all the basic skills such as pronunciation,
character writing, word use and structures, while placing a strong emphasis on the development of
communicative skills.
New practical Chinese reader, new ed., 2011, Beijing Language & Culture University Press
Series of textbooks designed for native English speakers to learn Chinese. The course is designed to be used in
the classroom and for self-study.
NEW! Volume 1 — 3rd ed., 2016, Textbook & MP3 CD, 9787561942772, £27.95; workbook,
9787561944608, £17.95; companion reader & MP3 CD, 9787561943632, £11.95; tests & quizzes (&
MP3 CD), 9787561944615, £15.95; characters workbook, 9787561948514, £12.95
Volume 2 — Textbook & MP3 CD, 9787561928950, £17.95; workbook, 9787561928936, £10.95
Volume 3 — Textbook & MP3 CD, 9787561932551, £20.95; workbook, 9787561932070, £12.99
Volume 4 — Textbook & CDs, 9787561934319, £22.95; workbook, 9787561933886, £14.95
Volume 5 — Textbook, 9787561914083, £20.95; CDs for textbook, 9787887032416, £8.29+VAT;
instructor's manual, 9787561915288, £10.95
Volume 6 — Textbook, 9787561925270, £21.95; CDs for textbook, 9787887039217, £9.99+VAT

NEW! Reading Into a New China: Deciphering a Changing Society, 2nd ed., 01/07/2017, Cheng & Tsui
Vol. 1, 9781622911257, £53.95; vol. 2, 9781622911264, £56.95

A best-selling and pedagogically innovative two-volume course designed to build advanced level reading and
writing proficiency through deep comprehension of China’s rich and rapidly changing social and cultural
landscape.
NEW! Reading Newspapers, Learning Chinese, 2016, Beijing University Press
Vol. 1, 9787301256404, £20.95

This book for advanced students focuses on periodicals reading in Chinese, and comes with a CD. It contains
15 lessons about different subjects, each lesson being composed of three readings.
The Routledge advanced Chinese multimedia course (Lee, K. C. et al), 2nd ed., 25/03/2014,
Routledge, book with CD(s), 9780415841337, £55.00
An innovative multimedia course for advanced learners. The 12 lessons are comprised of texts which present
interesting and accurate information about contemporary China, introducing the student to useful vocabulary,
speech patterns, and idiosyncratic language usage.
NEW! The Routledge course in Chinese media literacy, 29/02/2016, Routledge, 9781138191150,
pp.256, £32.99
From front page headliners to business, education, crime, sports, and entertainment, the student reader will be
exposed to the full scope of news coverage. Aimed at lower advanced level students who wish to build media
literacy in the Chinese language.
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Step up with Chinese, 2012-2016, Cengage Learning
The series develops all four language skills. Students will learn all the necessary material to engage others in
meaningful communication and gain a better understanding of the Chinese culture.
Volume 1 — Textbook, 9789814246637, £55.95; workbook, 9789814246644, £35.95
Volume 2 — Textbook, 9789814455176, £55.95; workbook, 9789814455183, £42.95
Volume 3 — Textbook, 9789814455190, £60.95; workbook, 9789814455206, £43.95

Business courses
BCT Standard course, 2015, People's Education Press
Book 1, 9787107296857, £10.95; book 2, 9787107244292, £11.95; book 3, 9787107307928, £12.95

Business Chinese for beginners
Business Chinese. 20 essential topics (Huang, Y. & C. Wei), 2009, Cypress Book, book with CD(s),
9781845700263, pp.364, £19.99
An exciting and highly enjoyable textbook for developing business Mandarin skills and key Chinese cultural
understanding.
Working Mandarin for beginners (Zhou, Yi & Gerber, Lynne), 2007, Georgetown University Press
Student’s book & MP3 CD, 9781589011373, pp.325, £38.50

Designed to enable English-speaking business students and professionals with no prior knowledge of Chinese
to develop the basic communication skills necessary for use in a work environment in which Mandarin is
spoken. Course can be combined with on-line access to self-grading exercises. For classroom and independent
learners. Teacher's edition includes power-point slides for classroom use, quizzes and exams.

Grammars
Chinese grammar step by step, 2011, Cengage, 9789814352543, £25.95
This book systematically presents over 150 main features of modern Chinese grammar in five progressive
stages. Designed with the non-native learners of Chinese in mind, the explanation of grammatical structures
and examples is kept simple, clear and concise.
Chinese. A comprehensive grammar (Po-Ching, Y. & D.Rimmington), 2nd ed., 22/09/2015,
Routledge, 9781138840164, pp.418, £62.99
This volume is organized to promote a thorough understanding of Chinese grammar. It offers a stimulating
analysis of the complexities of the language, and provides full and clear explanations. Throughout, the
emphasis is on Chinese as used by present-day native speakers.
Common Chinese patterns 330 (Ru, C. & Z. X. Yan), 2011, Sinolingua, 9787802006478, £15.95
3,300 sample sentences illustrating 330 grammatical patterns. Each pattern is presented in its own four-part
section with explanation, examples, dialogues and exercises.
Modern Mandarin Chinese grammar: A practical guide (Ross, C. et al), 2nd ed., 26/06/2014,
Routledge, 9780415827140, pp.430, £38.99
An innovative reference guide to Mandarin Chinese, combining traditional and function-based grammar in a
single volume.
Modern Mandarin Chinese grammar workbook (Ross, Claudia et al), 2nd ed., 06/08/2014,
Routledge, 9780415834889, pp.364, £27.99
An innovative book of exercises and language tasks for all learners of Mandarin Chinese. Exercises are graded
according to level of difficulty. This book can be used independently and alongside 'Modern Mandarin Chinese
Grammar'.
A reference grammar of Chinese (Huang, Chu-Ren & Dingxu Shi), 31/01/2016, Cambridge Univ. Pr.,
9780521181051, pp.700, £39.99
A comprehensive and up-to-date guide to the linguistic structure of Chinese, covering all of the important
linguistic features of the language and incorporating insights gained from research in Chinese linguistics over
the past thirty years.
Schaum's Outline of Chinese grammar (Ross, C.), 2009, McGraw-Hill, 9780071635264, pp.277,
£14.99
A compact and easy-to-use study aid designed to give students a thorough understanding of the fundamentals
of Chinese grammar. Includes 200 sets of practice exercises.
10
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Yufa!: a practical grammar of Mandarin Chinese (Teng, W-H.), 2nd ed., 04/11/2016, Hodder Education,
9781138651142, £32.99
Unique approach to explaining the major topics of Mandarin Chinese grammar. By providing examples that
are rooted in realistic situations, the author shows you how grammar is used in everyday life.

Script
500 easy Chinese characters, 15/01/2015, Sinolingua, 9787513808071, £10.95
This book is designed for beginner level Chinese learners, to help with reading and writing 500 of the most
commonly used and important Chinese characters. The book consists of 30 lessons, each guiding the reader
on the meaning, stroke order and use of several Chinese characters. The chapters contain useful cultural points
to help the learner understand the history and composition of Chinese characters. This book is suitable for
readers interested in learning more about Chinese characters and for those who struggle with reading and
writing Chinese.
Chineasy, 10/03/2014, Thames & Hudson
Textbook, 9780500650288, pp.192, £14.95; workbook, 9780500420607, £9.95; flashcards,
9780500952047, £12.95; memory game, 9780500420126, £14.95; set of 3 notebooks, 9780500420133,
£7.94; postcards, 9780500952030, £14.95

A new visual method created to make reading Chinese characters easy and fun. It's based on learning the most
commonly occurring characters - the building blocks of the language. There is a beautifully illustrated book, a
pack of 60 flashcards and a memory game which uses attractive, small glossy cards for individual characters.
Chineasy Everyday, 28/03/2016, Thames & Hudson, 9780500292266, £19.95
Over 400 of the most commonly used and useful Chinese characters, phrases and sentences. Organized into
eleven themes that reflect our daily lives, it brings the stories and myths behind the characters to life, providing
a unique perspective into Chinese history and culture.
NEW! Chinese script: history, characters, calligraphy (Various), 15/11/2017, Columbia University
Press, 9780231181730, £14.95
A wide-ranging and versatile introduction to the complexity and beauty of written text and calligraphy in the
Chinese world.
Collins easy learning Chinese characters, 2nd ed., 15/04/2017, Collins, 9780008196042, £10.99
Learn how to write 250 of the commonest Chinese characters, with stroke by stroke guidance on every page.
Enjoy learning Chinese characters, 2nd ed., 2013, Kong & Park, 9788997134090, £25.00
Highly visual book using picture and jigsaws to introduce the meaning of 235 characters that combine to form
hundreds more.
Intermediate written Chinese, 01/11/2015, Tuttle, book with CD-Rom(s), 9780804840200, £22.50
A revolutionary new method designed to have you quickly reading and writing simple, connected Chinese
sentences. Learn to use 288 high frequency characters, and over 700 common words written with them.
Intermediate written Chinese - practice essentials, 01/11/2015, Tuttle, book with CD-Rom(s),
9780804840217, £16.99
A wealth of carefully-designed exercises and activities to help you develop every aspect of your reading and
writing ability.
NEW! Learning Mandarin Chinese characters, 05/03/2017, Tuttle
Vol. 1, 9780804844918, £8.99; vol. 2, 9780804844949, £8.99

Intended for self-study and classroom use, this character workbook presents 178 Chinese characters and over
534 common words using these characters.
NEW! Mandarin Chinese characters made easy: learn 1000 Chinese characters the fun and easy
way, 26/07/2016, Tuttle, 9780804843850, £13.99
This highly-visual book introduces an effective new method for learning Chinese characters using visual stimuli
and pictographs. Includes: audio recordings of pronunciations, an introduction to the history and structure of
the Chinese writing system, 1,000 characters and over 3,000 words.
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Reading and writing Chinese (simplified character edition): A comprehensive guide to the
Chinese writing system (McNaughton, W.), 3rd ed., 15/09/2013, Tuttle, 9780804842990, £14.99
New revised version of the classic text for students and teachers of Chinese. A 1,067 character list including
the foundation characters for the HSK test. Also pronunciation, core meanings, stroke-order diagram and
memorization tips plus charts of modern and traditional radicals.
Teach Yourself read & write Chinese script (Lianyi, S.), 2010, Hodder, 9781444103892, £15.99
This will help you get to grips with reading and writing simple Chinese, whether you are studying the language
or planning a trip for business or pleasure.
Workbook for Chinese character writing, 2009, Cypress Books, 9781845700393, £4.99
The 300 basic characters in this book will cover the most essential words needed for daily communication.

Vocabulary
101 common Chinese idioms and set phrases, 2012, Sinolingua, 9781907838224, £6.95
Berlitz Mandarin vocabulary study cards, 3rd ed., 10/03/2016, Berlitz, flashcards, 9781780044637,
£8.32+VAT
1000 cards to help you learn essential Chinese vocabulary. For all ages.
China online, 2015, Tuttle, 9780804844369, £8.99
China Online describes a youth culture in transition using humour and creativity to survive in a hugely
competitive environment. They enjoy puns including the ingenious 'talking numbers' used to say more things
with fewer keystrokes and characters. There is a great deal that lies under the surface. Learn the secret
netspeak used by over half a billion of the coolest people in China, and be in the know!
Chinese flashcards 500, 2015, Sinolingua, flashcards, 9787513808729, £8.29+VAT
500 flashcards with everyday words.
NEW! Essential Chinese vocabulary: rules and scenarios, 06/04/2016, Routledge,
9780415745406, £25.99
Provides the crucial context and explanations of grammar structures and language rules related to important
Chinese words and phrases.
A frequency dictionary of Mandarin Chinese (Xiao, R. et al), 2009, Routledge, 9780415455862,
£27.99
A detailed list of the 5,000 most frequently used words and 2,000 simplified Chinese characters, plus the
English equivalent and a sample sentence.
Illustrated Chinese idioms, 2012, Foreign Language Press, 9787119073538, £7.95
Bilingual book of idioms with illustration and explanation of context.

Readers
Abridged Chinese classics (Various), Sinolingua
Spring (Jin, B.), 9787802003927, £9.95; Family, 9787802003910, £9.95; Autumn, 9787802003934, £9.95;
The besieged city (Qian, Z.), 9787802003903, £9.95

Abridged versions of classics can be read by elementary level students of Chinese with a 2,000-word
vocabulary. Each chapter is followed by a list of words and commentary notes both in Chinese and English, and
several study questions. MP3 audio CD included.
Bilingual Chinese - English novels
The Old Man and the Sea, 9787510027888, £3.95; The Scarlet Letter, 9787510033667, £6.95; Emma,
9787510011368, £10.95; Wuthering Heights, 9787506296984, £5.95; The Picture of Dorian Grey,
9787510044779, £7.95; Selected Short Stories, 9787510032394, £7.95

A collection of English language classics in bilingual Chinese-English editions. Complete, annotated text.
Chinese Breeze graded readers

Level 1: 300 word level — Two Children Seeking the Joy Bridge, 9787301079218, pp.58, £5.99; I
Really Want to Find Her…, 9787301079058, pp.57, £5.99; Left and Right: the Conjoined Brothers,
9787301137130, pp.62, £7.99; Can I Dance with You?, 9787301137147, pp.62, £4.95; Wrong,Wrong,
Wrong!, 9787301079041, pp.62, £4.95; Whom Do You Like More?, 9787301141557, pp.62, £4.95
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Level 2: 500 word level — Secrets of a Computer Company, 9787301145913, pp.76, £4.95; Our
Geese have Gone, 9787301145906, pp.72, £4.95; Mother & son, 9787301156735, £4.95; Green
Phoenix, 9787301149799, £4.95; If I Didn't Have You, 9787301152027, £4.95; NEW! After the
Accident, 9787301167557, £4.95; NEW! An Old painting, 9787301174654, £4.95
Level 3: 750 words — The Third Eye, 9787301189498, £4.95; The Painted Skin, 9787301208861,
£4.95; Friends, 9787301226384, £4.95; The Moon Sculpture Left Behind, 9787301217740, £4.95
NEW! Level 4: 1100 words — Two Red Shirts, 9787301275528, £5.95; Vick the Good Dog,
9787301275627, £5.95

Chinese GCSE readers, 01/08/2015, Sinolingua

For One Phone Call, 9787513809337, £6.95; Balloons in the Barber Shop, 9787513809344, £6.95;
The Most Beautiful Age, 9787513809351, £6.95; Inviting 'Love' into the Home, 9787513809368,
£6.95

A series of simple bilingual readers covering approx. 1,200 words. Aimed at GCSE students.
NEW! ELI Chinese Graded Readers, 15/07/2017, Eli
A series of books offering students of Chinese original reading texts, carefully graded according to HSK levels,
with the complete recording on audio CD. The texts are accompanied by activities to revise and practise
grammar structures and vocabulary. Special pages of general interest and intercultural content make these
books the perfect companions to explore Chinese language and culture.
Beginners — Welcome to Beijing, 9788853624567, £8.65; My Summer in China, 9788853624550,
£8.65

Glimpses of contemporary China, 2014-2015, Sinolingua

School Days, 9787513804554, £5.95; Getting around in China, 9787513803434, £5.95; Home Sweet
Home, 9787513804547, £6.95; Delights of Chinese Cuisine, 9787513804561, £5.95; Shopping
Adventures, 9787513804608, £5.95; Sports in each Corner, 9787513807913, £5.95; Cosmopolitan
Life in Modern China, 9787513807906, £5.95

Stories of ordinary Chinese people's daily lives and different aspects of Chinese society, which will help readers
to gain a greater and real-life knowledge of Chinese culture while learning Chinese.
Graded Chinese Reader: selected, abridged Chinese contemporary short stories, 2007-2009,
Sinolingua
500 Words, 9787513803458, £9.95; 1000 Words, 9787513808316, £10.95; 1500 Words,
9787513805551, £10.95; 2000 Words, 9787513807302, £9.95; 2500 Words, 9787513806770, £9.95

Includes pinyin transliteration and English notes or sample sentences for difficult words. With original
illustrations for each story and narration included on MP3 CD.
NEW! Literature and society: an advanced reader of modern Chinese, 26/07/2016,
9780691172484, £40.95
An anthology of modern Chinese short stories designed as an advanced-level textbook. The simplified character
text and corresponding vocabulary words face each other on adjacent pages, and the traditional character text
follows at the end of each lesson.
Mandarin Companion Graded Readers, 2015, Mind Spark Press
This series is designed to combine simplicity of characters with an easy-to-understand storyline that helps
learners grow their vocabulary and language comprehension abilities. Based on the classic English literature.
Level 1 — The Secret Garden, 9781941875001, £15.50; Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Curly
Haired Company, 9781941875018, £15.50; The Monkey's Paw, 9781941875025, £9.95; The Country
of the Blind, 9781941875032, £9.95; The Sixty Year Dream, 9781941875049, £9.95
Level 2 — Great Expectations: Part 1, 9781941875056, £15.50; Great Expectations: Part 2,
9781941875063, £15.50; Journey to the Center of the Earth, 9781941875186, £14.99

Read stories and learn Chinese (McCallan, J.), 2008, Beijing Language and Culture University Press,
book with CD(s), 9787561922132, pp.230, £14.95
Short stories in three versions: simplified Chinese script, pinyin and English. With vocabulary, exercises and an
accompanying CD.
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Reading China: FLTRP graded readers, 2009, Foreign Languages Teaching & Research Press
Fallen in Love With China (1A), 9787513509671, £12.95; A Little Horse Crosses The River (1B),
9787513508346, £12.95; Marvellous Chinese (2A), 9787560082349, £10.95; Bicycle kingdom (2B),
9787560082356, £10.95; Let's get married on August 8th (3A), 9787560082363, £10.95; What a
Beautiful Jasmine Flower (3B), 9787560082370, £10.95; Beijing Welcomes You (4A),
9787560091174, £12.95; Planting a Love Tree (4B), 9787560092546, £12.95; Panda Diplomacy (5A),
9787560091594, £12.95; NEW! China's 'Spring Festival Migration' (5B), 9787513503112, £12.95

Reading China is a progressive, reader-friendly series of reading materials specially designed for non-native
Chinese learners, which can be used in class or as extracurricular reading. Each reader comes with an MP3 CD.
Short stories in Chinese (New Penguin parallel texts) (Balcom, J.), 2013, Penguin, 9780143118350,
£9.99
Eight short stories, with parallel translations, offer students at all levels the opportunity to enjoy a wide range
of contemporary literature.
NEW! The stories of Tiantian, 01/07/2016, Beijing Language & Culture University Press
Level 1A, 9787561944172, £9.95; level 1B, 9787561944189, £9.95; level 1C, 9787561944196, £9.95; level
1D, 9787561944202, £9.95; level 1E, 9787561944219, £9.95; level 2A, 9787561944226, £9.95; level 2B,
9787561944233, £9.95; level 2C, 9787561944240, £9.95; level 2D, 9787561944257, £9.95; level 2E,
9787561944264, £9.95

A series of readers matching Textbooks 1-4 of 'Easy Steps to Chinese'. The readers describe the adventures of
a secondary school student called Tiantian. Level 1: 100-200 characters; level 2: 300-500 characters; level 3:
600-800 characters; level 4: 1200-1600 characters.
NEW! Tales & traditions, 2nd ed., 2016-2017, Cheng & Tsui
Vol. 1, 9781622911158, £24.99; vol. 2, 9781622911165, £20.95; vol. 3, 9781622911172, £21.95; vol. 4,
9781622911189, £22.95

A series of readers based on the traditional Chinese tales, with simplified and traditional characters,
comprehension exercises and discussion subjects.
Tiantian Zhongwen graded Chinese readers, 2010, Macmillan
Suitable for teenage to adult students of upper elementary level and above, containing short stories about the
Chinese culture as well as an audio CD with texts read by native speakers.
Intermediate level — A Nice Lady in Shanghai and other stories, 9780230406605, £13.90; Bicycle
Kingdom and other stories, 9780230406612, £13.20
Advanced level — Beijing's Courtyards and other stories, 9780230406629, £13.20; Teahouses in
China and other stories, 9780230406636, £13.20

Mandarin for children
Brown bear, brown bear, what do you see? (Martin Jr, B.), 2004, Mantra Lingua, 9781844441181,
£9.50
Exuberantly coloured artwork and favourite animals make this rhythmic story the perfect introduction to
looking and learning about colours. Parallel Chinese/English text.
Chinese and English nursery rhymes (Wu, F.-L.), 2010, Tuttle, book with CD(s), 9780804840941,
£11.76+VAT
A rhyme from China, next to a rhyme in English -on every page, you can delight in old favourites and learn some
new ones. The audio CD offers all the rhymes, sung by native-speaker children and adults.
Dragons in our life (Lin, Xue), Snowflake Books, hardback, 9781908350206, £8.99
Bilingual book for children.
The elves and the shoemaker (Barkow, J. & Jago), 2007, Mantra Lingua, 9781846111815, £9.50
Grimm's classic tale is magically retold and richly illustrated by the team that made the award winning" Little
red hen and the grains of wheat". Dual English-Chinese.
Farmer duck (Waddell, M. & H. Oxenbury), 2006, Mantra Lingua, 9781846110399, £9.50
There once was a duck who had the bad luck to live with a lazy old farmer. While the duck worked, the farmer
lay in bed - until one day the other animals decide to take action! In English and Chinese.
First hundred words in Chinese (Amery, H. & S. Cartwright), 2nd ed., 01/08/2015, Usborne,
9781409596950, pp.35, £5.99
This Chinese version of the best-selling First Hundred Words is wonderful for getting children started in a new
language.
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The giant turnip (Barkow, H. & R. Johnson), 2001, 9781846112317, pp.26, £9.50
A humorous retelling of the classic Russian tale, The Enormous Turnip. The children in Miss Honeywood's class
discover that when they all work together, there is no stopping them. In English and Chinese.
Horses in our life (Lin, Xue), Snowflake Books, hardback, 9781908350190, £8.99
Bilingual book for children.
NEW! Let's learn Mandarin Chinese, 08/04/2016, Tuttle, 9780804845403, £11.99
A complete language learning tool specially designed to introduce young children to the basic sounds, words,
characters and phrases of Mandarin Chinese in a fun and interactive way. Contains 64 flash cards; CD with
songs, games and activities, wall chart and guide for teachers.
Lima's red hot chilli (Mills, D. & D. Brazell), 2003, Mantra Lingua, 9781852694227, £8.50
Take one little hungry girl, six different tempting foods and one shiny delicious red hot chilli. One big bite into
the chilli results in a spectacular display of fireworks. Who can rescue her? English and Chinese.
Li's Chinese New Year (Fang Wang, & Jennifer Corfield), Mantra Lingua, 9781846115813, £9.50
Ming’s adventure with Confucius in Qufu (Jian, Li), Shanghai Press, hardback, 9781602209893,
£14.99
Bilingual English<>Chinese story for children.
Ming’s Adventureon China's Great Wall (Jian, Li), Better Link Press, hardback, 9781602209879,
£12.99
A story in English and Chinese. Join the adventures of a curious boy, a mysterious general and an exciting
journey through China's Great Wall.
Ming's Adventure in the Forbidden City (Jian, Li), Better Link Press, hardback, 9781602209855,
£12.99
A story in English and Chinese. A boy from the future and a little Emperor from the past find adventure and
fun in the Forbidden City.
NEW! My first book of Chinese words: an ABC rhyming book, 2nd ed., 10/09/2017, Tuttle, hardback,
9780804849418, £8.99
Introduces Chinese language to preschool children in a gentle, playful way. Each word is shown in Chinese script
and transliteration.
NEW! New bilingual visual dictionary: English<>Chinese, 01/04/2017, Milet, hardback,
9781785088834, £14.99
Aimed at children aged 5+, the dictionary features useful, everyday words that will help learners to build their
vocabulary. The words are grouped by subjects, so children can focus on one set of related words at a time.
Teach me…everyday Chinese (Mahoney, J.), 2008, Teach Me Tapes, book with CD(s),
9781599721095, £18.99
Intended for ages 2 and over. 32-page, brilliantly illustrated books teach children language basics like
vocabulary, the alphabet, numbers and colours, days of the week and much more.
Usborne first thousand words in Chinese (Cartwright, S.), 2nd ed., 01/09/2014, Usborne,
9781409570387, pp.63, £7.99
A colourful and amusing book introduction to Mandarin Chinese. In simplified characters and Pinyin
(Romanized script). With Chinese>English glossary. Pronunciation by native Chinese speaker of all words
accessible on-line.
The Very Hungry Caterpillar: (English/Simplified Chinese edition) (Carle, E.), 1992, Mantra Lingua,
9781852691264, pp.28, £8.50
Illustrated throughout in colour a dual language edition of this title.
We are going on a bear hunt (Rosen, M. & H. Oxenbury), 2003, Mantra Lingua, 9781852697099,
pp.36, £9.50
Bilingual parallel text version of this popular children's book. Ages 4 - 9.
The wheels on the bus go round and round (Kubler, A.), 2005, Mantra Lingua, hardback,
9781844449736, £7.00
"...this book invites you to sing along with this ever popular children's song. Each page has pre-cut holes for little
fingers to find and play with...illustrations are fun, child-friendly and stimulate lots of conversation about the
different feelings shown by the driver and his passengers".
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Yeh-Hsien, a Chinese Cinderella (Casy, Dawn), 2006, Mantra, 9781846111280, £9.50
Bilingual Chinese/English. Illustrated story book for ages 5-9. Believed to be the original telling of Cinderella; her
only friend is a red fish killed by her stepmother, but its bones are magical and grant Yeh-Hsien her wish to go
the village festival where she loses her slipper…

Background
Advanced course in English-Chinese translation, 3rd ed., 2013, Qinghua University Press,
9787302328131, £10.95
NEW! Teaching and Learning Chinese in Higher Education (Lu, Yang), 09/03/2017, Routledge,
9781138697676, £32.99
The book deals with the current issues and challenges faced by teachers and learners of Chinese. Written by
leading professionals and academics, the book is the first collection of research articles based on data collected
in higher education institutions in the UK. The studies focus on concerns related to learners of Chinese as a
foreign language (CFL) and aim to establish studies on teaching Chinese as a foreign language (TCFL) as part
of the mainstream of applied linguistics.
Thinking Chinese translation: a course in translation method: Chinese to English (Pellatt, V. & E.T.
Liu), 2010, Routledge, 9780415474191, pp.224, £30.99
Explores the ways in which memory, general knowledge and creativity contribute to the linguistic ability
necessary to create a good translation. The course develops the reader's ability to think deeply about the texts
and to produce natural and accurate translations from Chinese into English.
Understanding the Chinese language: a comprehensive linguistic introduction (Shei, Chris),
31/07/2014, Routledge, 9780415634885, pp.400, £37.99
A vibrant and comprehensive introduction to contemporary Chinese linguistics.
The way we communicate (Kuo, C.), 2009, Sinolingua
Volume 1, 9787802004917, pp.161, £3.95; volume 2, 9787802004924, £3.95

Each chapter in these books is made up of three sections. The first section contains scenarios one may
encounter due to cultural differences, e.g., a state of confusion, misunderstanding or conflict. The second
section contains cultural tips. The third section provides some useful expressions.
The way we live: China's changing lifestyle (Chen, B.), 2009, Sinolingua, 9787802004139, pp.192,
£13.95
Depicts contemporary China by illustrating typical Chinese lifestyles objectively, giving readers an idea of how
the Chinese live and work, what concerns they have, and what their pursuits are. Bilingual.
The way we think: Chinese view of life philosophy, 2009, Sinolingua, 9787802004115, pp.163,
£7.95
Divided into three parts: social behaviour, family and moral principles. It introduces more than 20 ways in
which Chinese people conduct themselves in society, illustrating through case histories the profound and
intricate Chinese culture in a way that is easy to understand. Bilingual.

Flashcards
Chinese flash cards, 2012-2014, Tuttle
Vol. 1 (characters 1-349), 9780804842013, £14.58; vol. 2 (characters 350-622), 9780804842020,
£14.58; vol. 3 (characters 623-1070), 9780804842037, £34.50

Learn 349 most basic Chinese characters quickly and efficiently. Audio CD included.
NEW! Games for Chinese learners, 01/06/2017, Eli

Guess the job, 9788853623355, £19.95+VAT; Playing with numbers, 9788853623348, £19.95+VAT; The
game of verbs, 9788853623362, £19.95+VAT; Questions & answers, 9788853623379, £19.95+VAT;
Travelling in China, 9788853624406, £19.95+VAT

A collection of flashcard games to help students master grammar and vocabulary.
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Primary
Chinese made easy for kids: simplified character version (Ma, Y.), 2nd ed., 2015, Joint Publishing (H.K.)
Co., Ltd.
For primary school students starting to learn Chinese as complete beginners. A colourful course consisting of
four levels, each comprising textbook with CD and workbook. By the end of this series, children will be able to
write from memory approx. 100 simple Chinese characters and recognise over 500 more.
Level 1 — textbook, 9789620435904, £16.95; workbook, 9789620435942, £13.95
Level 2 — textbook, 9789620435911, £16.95; workbook, 9789620435959, £13.95
Level 3 — textbook, 9789620435928, £16.95; workbook, 9789620435966, £11.95
Level 4 — textbook, 9789620435935, £16.95; workbook, 9789620435973, £13.95

Easy steps to Chinese for kids, 2011-2012, Beijing Language and Culture University Press
A series of Chinese textbooks specifically designed for kids from non-Chinese backgrounds.
Level 1A — textbook, 9787561930496, £15.95; workbook, 9787561932353, £14.95; word cards,
9787561931776, £12.95; picture flashcards, 9787561931769, £5.95
Level 1B — textbook, 9787561930489, £15.95; workbook, 9787561932360, £14.95; word cards,
9787561932421, £11.95; picture flashcards, 9787561932414, £6.95
Level 2A — textbook, 9787561931707, £15.95; workbook, 9787561932766, £14.95; word cards,
9787561932599, £11.95; picture flashcards, 9787561932667, £7.95
Level 2B — textbook, 9787561932728, £15.95; workbook, 9787561932773, £14.95; word cards,
9787561933381, £11.99
Level 3A — textbook, 9787561933725, £15.95; workbook, 9787561933596, £12.95; picture flashcards,
9787561934067, £9.99; word cards, 9787561934074, £11.99
Level 3B — textbook, 9787561933947, £13.95; workbook, 9787561933954, £12.95; picture flashcards,
9787561934739, £9.99; word cards, 9787561934722, £11.99
Level 4A — textbook, 9787561933947, £15.95; workbook, 9787561933954, picture flashcards,
9787561935613, £9.99; word cards, 9787561935606, £11.99
Level 4B — textbook, 9787561934937, £15.95; workbook, 9787561935194, picture flashcards,
9787561936252, £11.99; word cards, 9787561935880, £12.99

Everyday words Chinese flashcards, 2009, Usborne, flashcards, 9781409505853, £5.83+VAT
A great way to help your child learn simple Chinese vocabulary. There are 50 cards, each with a word and
picture on one side, and the same word, alone, on the other.
New Chinese for children, 2011, Sinolingua
Level 1, 9787513800822, £7.95; level 2, 9787513800839, £7.95; level 3, 9787513800846, £8.95

Series of colourful textbooks for young learners of Chinese. Books include MP3 CD.
Official Examination Papers of YCT, The Commercial Press

Level 1, 9787100090728, £12.95; level 2, 9787100090735, £13.95; level 3, 9787100090742, £11.95; level
4, 9787100090759, £12.95; speaking, 9787100090766, £11.95

Official examination papers for The Youth Chinese Test, book & CD.
YCT Standard course (Yingxia, Sue et al), 01/04/2015
The course has been based on the analysis of The Youth Chinese Test papers and the principle of combining
testing and teaching.
Level 1 — Textbook & audio download, 9787040423679, £16.95; test syllabus & guide,
9787040457872, £10.95
Level 2 — Textbook & audio download, 9787040441673, £16.95; test syllabus & guide,
9787040457841, £11.95
Level 3 — Textbook & audio download, 9787040445909, £18.95; test syllabus & guide,
9787040457865, £14.95
Level 4 — Textbook & audio download, 9787040448443, £18.95
Level 5 — Textbook & audio download, 9787040454529, £20.95
Level 6 — Textbook & audio download, 9787040463453, £20.95
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GCSE
NEW! Cambridge IGCSE Mandarin as a foreign language, 01/03/2017, Cambridge Univ. Pr.
Coursebook & 2 CDs, 9781316629840, £28.52; workbook, 9781316629895, £27.95; teacher's book,
9781316629901, £29.95

With a skills-based approach and an international focus, this series promotes a deeper understanding of the
Mandarin language and culture. Engaging texts, images and audio enhance the activities in the coursebook
and help students develop language skills. Exam-style questions and clear learning objectives encourage
self-assessment and support students through the Cambridge IGCSE® Mandarin as a Foreign Language
course.
NEW! Cambridge IGCSE Mandarin Chinese, 31/03/2017, Cambridge Univ. Pr., 9781471890253,
£27.50
Specifically designed to match the criteria of the Cambridge IGCSE® Mandarin Chinese syllabus, this title
integrates speaking, listening, reading and writing development into every chapter. Alongside clear explanation
of grammar, speaking skills can be strengthened with Pinyin to aid correct pronunciation and listening skills
improved with recordings and transcripts. All exam topic areas are covered including core vocabulary and the
full range of sentence structures, with exercises that follow the style of examination papers.
Chinese GCSE (Xiaoqi, L.), 2010-2012, Sinolongua
The series covers all areas in new Chinese GCSE syllabus in three separate volumes. Each volume has eight
units, with each unit containing three lessons that focus on a common topic or activity.
Vol. 1 — student’s book, 9781907838002, £13.99; workbook, 9781907838019, £10.99
Vol. 2 — student’s book, 9781907838033, £13.99; workbook, 9781907838040, £10.99
Vol. 3 — student’s book, 9781907838064, £13.99; workbook, 9781907838071, £10.99

NEW! Edexcel GCSE Chinese (9-1), 01/06/2017, Pearson
Student's book, 9781292210841, £21.99

New edition Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Chinese is an expertly developed course designed to help students achieve
their potential in GCSE Chinese.
NEW! iChinese, 2016, Cengage Learning
Book 1, 9789814687195, £29.95; book 2, 9789814687201, £29.95

A comprehensive set of ready-to-use materials to prepare students for the IGCSE examination. Themes and
vocabulary adhere to the IGCSE syllabus. Exercises are presented in actual examination formats, and full mock
examination papers are provided in the course books.
Jin Bu (Zhu, X. & Y. Bin), 2010, Heinemann
Course for learners of Mandarin Chinese aged 11-14, catering for complete beginners as well as those with
some prior knowledge of the language. It provides a thorough foundation for progression to GCSE and to other
routes of learning and qualifications.
Part 1 — student’s book, 9780435041137, £17.75; workbook (pack of 8), 9780435041113, £27.50;
CD(s), 9780435041205, £116.25+VAT; teacher’s book, 9780435041151, £41.25
Part 2 — student’s book, 9780435041144, £17.25; workbook (pack of 8), 9780435074494, £29.00;
CD(s), 9780435074609, £94.99+VAT; teacher’s book, 9780435041199, £41.25; evaluation pack,
9780435048556, £45.25

Kuaile Hanyu (Happy Chinese): (Chinese for GCSE), 2005, People's Education Press
Aimed at 11-16 year olds, it focuses on communicative competence. A fun and approachable course for young
learners.
Level 1 — student’s book, 9787107278945, £17.95; workbook, 9787107280696, £15.95; teacher’s
book, 9787107281891, £16.95
Level 2 — student’s book, 9787107280160, £18.95; workbook, 9787107282270, £17.95; teacher’s
book, 9787107289033, £15.95
Level 3 — student’s book, 9787107281884, £16.95; workbook, 9787107231919, £15.95; teacher’s
book, 9787107231902, £18.95
Wallcharts, 9787107174001, £9.95
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A Level
Edexcel Chinese for A2 (Tate, M. (ed.)), 2009, Hodder & Stoughton, 9780340967850, pp.182, £26.99
Edexcel Chinese for A Level is a two-part course, addressing the requirements of the 2008 Edexcel A Level
specification..
Edexcel Chinese for AS, 2008, Hodder Education, book with CD(s), 9780340967843, pp.150, £26.99
Edexcel Chinese for A Level is the first part of an exciting two-part course designed to help students master the
skills they need for success in the latest Edexcel A Level specification.

Self-Study
Chinese for beginners: mastering conversational Chinese (Ren, Y.), 2012, Tuttle, book with CD(s),
9780804842358, £14.99 book & CD pack.
A step-by-step textbook for absolute beginners, contains an MP3 CD with dialogues.
Colloquial Mandarin Chinese (Qian, K.), 2nd ed., 01/08/2015, Routledge, book with online access,
9781138958272, £35.99
Beginner's course with many useful exercises plus answer key section, dialogues, grammar reference and
vocabulary lists.
Colloquial Mandarin Chinese 2 (Qain, K.), Routledge, book with online access, 9781138958241,
£34.99
A follow up to 'Colloquial Mandarin Chinese'. Key features include revision material to help the consolidation
of basics, a range of Chinese reading texts presented in simplified characters and pinyin romanization, lessons
based on practical everyday topics, lots of spoken and written exercises, a grammar summary, a detailed
answer key and a Chinese-English glossary. MP3 audio material is available as a free download.
Conversational Chinese 301, 4th ed., 2015, Peking University Press
Vol.1, 9787301256510, £12.95; vol. 2, 9787301256527, £13.95

Presents the most common communication situations with variety of exercises and practice material to follow.
Focused on conversational skills.
Learn Chinese with Mike, Hodder Education
An engaging, interactive, step-by-step course accompanied by video and audio materials.
Absolute beginner (Levels 1 & 2) — Coursebook, activity book, DVDs & CDs, 9781444797268,
£34.99; Coursebook with DVDs & CDs, 9781444198577, £29.99; Activity book & CD,
9781444198591, £14.99
Advanced beginner to intermediate (Levels 3, 4 & 5) — Coursebook, activity book, DVDs & CDs,
9781444797411, £49.99; Coursebook with DVDs & CDs, 9781444198584, £39.99; Activity book &
CD, 9781444198607, £18.99

Mandarin Chinese with Michel Thomas Method, 2011, Hodder & Stoughton

Start Mandarin Chinese (2 CDs), 9781444139198, £13.32+VAT; Total Mandarin Chinese (8 CDs +
review CD-ROM + 2 CDs vocabulary course), 9781444138030, £83.33+VAT; Perfect Mandarin
Chinese (8 CDs + review CD-ROM + 2CDs vocabulary course), 9781444167016, £91.66+VAT

All-audio course. Join teacher, native speaker and two students in a live lesson and, hearing both their successes
and their mistakes, within the first hour you will be able to construct simple phrases. MP3/iPod compatible.
Practice Makes Perfect: basic Chinese, 2013, McGraw-Hill, 9780071784269, £11.99
A supplementary workbook companion for beginners, whether self-study or in a classroom situation. Each
bite-sized lesson introduces a grammar concept along with lots of fun exercises to practise what you have just
learned. Lessons are short and can be completed in 20 minutes. Contains answers to exercises.
Teach Yourself Complete Mandarin Chinese (Scurfield, E.), 2010, Hodder Education,
9780340958933, £19.99
Learn everyday, useful Mandarin through real-life situations that make grammar and vocabulary memorable.
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HSK Proficiency Test
A Dictionary of 5000 Graded Words for New HSK, 2014, Beijing Language & Culture University
Level 1-3, 9787561935071, £18.95; level 4-5, 9787561937594, £22.95; level 6, 9787561940686, £25.95

Entries are classified based on its senses, each of which is noted with its word type, English explanation and 3-8
example sentences. These sample sentences are provided with pinyin and their meanings in English. Chinese
recordings for the entries and sample sentences are available for students to improve their listening and
speaking skills.
NEW! Frequency-based HSK vocabulary, 2016, Sinolingua
Level 1-3, 9787513810081, £7.95; level 4, 9787513810098, £5.95; level 5, 9787513810104, £4.95; level 6,
9787513810111, £15.95

Handy vocabulary study guide focused on the most commonly used words at each exam level. With
translations into English.
HSK standard course, 2014, Beijing Language & Culture University Press
Matching the HSK test in all aspects, from the content, form to the levels, it is a series of new-type course books
embodying the idea of “combining testing and teaching, and promoting learning and teaching by testing”.
Level 1 — Textbook & MP3 CD, 9787561937099, £21.95; workbook & MP3 CD, 9787561937105,
£10.95; teacher's book, 9787561939994, £11.95
Level 2 — Textbook & MP3 CD, 9787561937266, £21.95; workbook & MP3 CD, 9787561937808,
£10.95; teacher's book, 9787561940150, £11.95
Level 3 — Textbook & MP3 CD, 9787561938188, £21.95; workbook & MP3 CD, 9787561938157,
£10.95; teacher's book, 9787561941492, £10.95
Level 4A — Textbook & MP3 CD, 9787561939031, £21.95; workbook & MP3 CD, 9787561941171,
£10.95; teacher's book, 9787561945025, £10.95
Level 4B — Textbook & MP3 CD, 9787561939307, £21.95; workbook & MP3 CD, 9787561941447,
£10.95; teacher's book, 9787561945285, £11.95
Level 5A — Textbook & MP3 CD, 9787561940334, £25.95
Level 5B — Textbook & MP3 CD, 9787561942451, £21.95
Level 6A — Textbook & MP3 CD, 9787561942543, £21.95

New HSK mock tests (Various), 2010, Beijing Language and Culture University Press

Level 1, 9787561928141, £11.95; level 2, 9787561928134, £12.95; level 3, 9787561928127, £16.95; level
4, 9787561928806, £16.95

NEW! Vocabulary for HSK (HSK class series), 2nd ed., 01/03/2016, Sinolingua

Level 1-3, 9787513572026, £6.95; level 4, 9787513571142, £6.95; level 5, 9787513571135, £6.95; level 6,
9787513572132, £11.95

Vocabulary help for preparation for HSK exams.
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Japanese
Dictionaries
Japanese<>English bilingual visual dictionary, 2nd ed., 15/01/2016, Dorling Kindersley,
9780241199237, pp.384, £8.99
Good quality illustrated dictionary with over 6,000 words and phrases.
The Kodansha kanji learner's dictionary (Halpern, J.), 2012, Kodansha, hardback, 9781568364070,
£38.99
This dictionary contains the 2,000 kanji and 24,000 kanji compounds necessary to understand contemporary
Japanese. Characters that correspond to core meanings are highlighted in red for easy reference. They are then
followed by character meanings that illustrate how these characters are combined.
Oxford beginner's Japanese dictionary, 2006, Oxford University Press, 9780199298525, £10.99
Concise reference for learners, with sections on vocabulary, grammar and usage.
Oxford mini Japanese<>English dictionary, 2012, Oxford University Press, flexi (plastic) cover,
9780199692705, pp.656, £6.99
35,000 entries and translations. A handy and comprehensive dictionary, designed for students, tourists and
business people. Suitable for exam use.
Oxford pocket Kenkyusha Japanese dictionary, 9780198607489, £14.99
Contains over 45,000 words and expressions. All Japanese words are also romanized.
Tuttle concise Japanese dictionary, 3rd ed., 10/09/2014, Tuttle, 9784805313183, pp.640, £9.99
Over 25,000 words and expressions including idioms and slang.
Tuttle pocket Japanese<>English dictionary, 07/04/2015, Tuttle, 9784805313541, pp.640, £7.99
Portable two-way dictionary, includes grammar tables.

Courses: Beginners
NEW! Contemporary Japanese (Sato, E.), 2nd ed., 30/09/2016, Tuttle
Textbook 1, 9780804847131, £22.50; workbook 1, 9780804847148, £14.99; Textbook 2,
9784805314104, £19.99; workbook 2, 9784805314111, £12.99

Designed for beginning students at the university level. Suitable for classroom as well as self-study. Each book
contains a CD and lots of brilliant exercises.
Elementary Japanese (Hasegawa, Y.), 2nd ed., 10/09/2015, Tuttle
Volume 1, 9784805313688, £22.50; volume 2, 9784805313695, £22.50; teacher's guide (vol. 1 & 2),
9780804835077, £15.99

A comprehensive course for beginners suitable for self-study and classroom with a serious approach to learning
in a structured context. Grammatical explanations are provided in sufficient detail for it to be used as a
reference as well as a textbook. Each volume comes with a Win/Mac CD-ROM and contains many exercises.
Genki: an integrated course in elementary Japanese, 2nd ed., 2011, The Japan Times
Highly regarded course covering speaking, listening, reading, and writing. Includes culture notes and an MP3
CD.
Level 1 — textbook & CD, 9784789014403, £45.50; workbook & CD, 9784789014410, £24.99; picture
cards & CD-ROM, 9784789014403, £45.50; answer keys for level 1 & 2, 9784789014410, £24.99
Level 2 — textbook & CD, 9784789014434, £45.50; workbook & CD, 9784789014441, £20.50;
teacher’s book & CD-ROM, 9784789014465, £69.90; picture cards & CD-ROM, 9784789014458,
£36.50; answer keys for level 1 & 2, 9784789014472, £14.99

Japanese for busy people, 3rd edition, 2007-2008, Kodansha
Written by the Association for Japanese Language Teaching, this well-structured course is aimed at developing
a working knowledge of the spoken language. Each lesson has sections on grammar, vocabulary lists and
exercises.
Level 1 — Romanized version textbook with CD, 9781568363844, £23.50; Kana version textbook
with CD, 9781568363851, £23.50; Workbook with CD, 9781568363998, £19.99; Kana workbook
with CD (for levels 1 & 2), 9781568364018, £12.99; Teacher's manual, 9781568364001, £18.99
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Level 2 — Kana textbook with CD, 9781568363868, £25.00; Teacher's manual for levels 2 & 3,
9781568364056, £31.00
Level 3 — Kana version textbook with CD, 9781568364032, £28.00 edition 2012; Workbook with CD,
9781568364049, £25.00; Teacher's manual for levels 2 & 3, 9781568364056, £31.00

Japanese from zero, 2006-2013, YesJapan

Book 1, 9780976998129, £20.95; book 2, 9780976998112, £20.95; book 3, 9780976998136, £20.95; book
4, 9780989654500, £20.95

An innovative approach to learning Japanese based on extensive grammar explanation and engaging activities.
Minna no Nihongo, 3A Corporation
A systematic, two-level intensive course with many useful components for plenty of practice, a cast of
characters in practical conversational settings and a well-structured introduction to vocabulary and grammar.
Level 1 — Main textbook, Kanji-Kana version, 9784883196036, £31.99 2nd ed.; Main textbook,
romanized version, 9784883196340, £29.99 2nd ed.; Translation & grammatical notes in English,
9784883196043, £25.99 2nd ed.; Translation & grammatical notes (romanized), 9784883196296,
£25.50; Basic workbook, 9784883196067, £13.99 2nd ed.; Kanji workbook, 9784883196029, £15.50;
Sentence pattern workbook, 9784883196074, £16.50 2nd ed.; Reading comprehension texts - 25
topics, 9784883196890, £17.99; Basic writing practice workbook, 9784883196906, £18.99; Listening
comprehension tasks, 9784883192908, £28.50; Sentence patterns practice illustration cards,
9784883196081, £25.99
Level 2 — Main textbook Kanji-Kana version, 9784883196463, £32.99 2nd ed.; Teacher's manual,
9784883192045, £32.99; Translation and grammatical notes in English, 9784883196647, £25.99;
Kanji-English edition, 9784883192021, £28.99; Kanji exercise book, 9784883192922, £19.99;
Sentence pattern workbook, 9784883192038, £18.50; Reading comprehension texts - 25 topics,
9784883191857, £20.99; CD(s), 9784883192946, £80.83+VAT ; Listening comprehension tasks,
9784883193370, £35.99
Minna no Nihongo Chukyu — Textbook & CD 1, 9784883194681, £35.50; Workbook 1,
9784883195947, £15.50; Translation & grammatical notes 1, 9784883194926, £20.50; Textbook &
CD 2, 9784883195909, £36.99; Translation & grammatical notes 2, 9784883196142, £22.99
A brand-new level: a follow-on book to 'Minna no Nihongo Shokyu II'. Contains an audio-CD.

Courses: Advanced
Action! Japan: a field guide to using Japanese in the community (Various), 20/11/2017,
Routledge, 9781138292659, £39.99
A practical guide for intermediate to advanced students of Japanese wanting to maximize their study abroad
experience and enhance their language skills. The book encourages real-life interaction and observations to
improve communication skills.
An integrated approach to intermediate Japanese, 2nd ed., 2008, The Japan Times
Textbook & CDs, 9784789013079, £41.50; workbook, 9784789013086, £19.50

The learner who has completed the beginners class and aims to deepen their understanding of the Japanese
language by extending the four skills of "Interview", "Talking", "Reading" and "Writing" of Japanese at
intermediate level.
NEW! Intermediate Japanese (Kluemper, M. L. & L. Berkson), 2nd ed., 02/02/2016, Tuttle
Textbook & CD, 9780804846615, £22.50; workbook, 9780804846974, £15.99

Engaging course with an emphasis on real-life situations drawn from contemporary Japanese culture plus
authentic written, visual and oral materials. Includes audio CD and web-based resources.
Living Japanese (Colligan-Taylor, K.), 2006, Yale University Press, book with DVD(s), 9780300222661,
£25.00
DVD/text package for intermediate to advanced students. Draws students into the lives of 33 Japanese people
aged 7 to 75. As students listen to diverse viewpoints on cultural and social issues, they will develop an extensive
vocabulary and become accustomed to natural speech and linguistic differences.
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Courses: Self-Study
Basic Japanese (Martin, S. E.), 2012, Tuttle, book with CD(s), 9784805309629, £14.99
A user-friendly textbook teaching basic conversational skills in 10 carefully structured lessons.
Basic Japanese (Practice Makes Perfect), 01/04/2014, McGraw-Hill, 9780071808330, £11.99
Each chapter focuses on key grammar concepts and essential vocabulary, which are accompanied by helpful,
clear examples.
NEW! Beginning Japanese, 25/07/2016, Tuttle
Textbook & CD-ROM, 9780804845281, £22.49; workbook, 9780804845588, £12.99

An efficient and engaging way to learn Japanese.
Colloquial Japanese: the complete course for beginners, 3rd ed., 01/07/2015, Routledge, book with
online access, 9781138949881, £34.99
Beginner's course packed with exercises with answer key section, dialogues, grammar reference and
vocabulary lists. Ideal for self-study. Kana and Kanji are introduced and integrated gradually in every lesson.
With audio download.
Japanese demystified: a self-teaching guide (Sato, E.), 3rd ed., 02/09/2016, McGraw-Hill, book with
online access, 9781259836251, pp.490, £19.99.
This fast and easy guide features:
clear and straightforward explanations of Japanese grammar fundamentals; numerous examples of simple
and complex sentence structures; Japanese Hiragana, Katakana, and Kanji with phonetic transliterations for
all Japanese words; helpful writing and speaking exercises that bring the Japanese language to life. Also
coverage of everyday topics as well as conversational expressions and quizzes at the end of each chapter to
reinforce new material.
Japanese for beginners: learning conversational Japanese (Toyozato, S.), 2nd ed., 06/10/2016, Tuttle,
book with CD(s), 9784805313671, £14.99
A step-by-step textbook for absolute beginners, contains an MP3 CD with dialogues.
Japanese for dummies (Sato, Eriko), 2012, John Wiley & Sons, book with CD(s), 9781118130711,
pp.383, £16.99
Want to feel comfortable with conversational Japanese? Then this friendly guide is the right book for you.
NEW! Japanese respect language: when, why and how to use it successfully, 18/11/2016, Tuttle,
9784805314142, £9.99
This programmed course is carefully designed to teach the basic and correct forms which the learner should
master for his or her own use, by first looking at the various typical situations to see when respect should and
should not be shown in Japanese, and then going on to see how respect is expressed in special forms of speech.
New Kanzen master (Various), 2011, 3A Corporation
Series of books aimed at students planning to take Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT). Provides well
structured practice material to improve the key language skills.
Level N1 — Grammar, 9784883195640, £18.50; Kanji, 9784883195466, £18.50; Listening (with CD),
9784883195664, £20.50; Reading comprehension, 9784883195718, £20.99; Vocabulary,
9784883195732, £20.99
Level N2 — Grammar, 9784883195657, £18.50; Kanji (with CD), 9784883195473, £17.99; Listening
(with CD), 9784883195671, £22.50; Reading comprehension, 9784883195725, £17.99; Vocabulary,
9784883195749, £18.50
Level N3 — Grammar, 9784883196104, £18.50; Kanji (with CD), 9784883196883, £18.50; Listening
(with CD), 9784883196098, £18.99; Reading comprehension, 9784883196715, £17.99
Level N4 — Grammar, 9784883196944, £18.50

Talk Japanese, 3rd ed., 30/04/2015, BBC

Book, 9781406680119, £7.99; book with CD(s), 9781406680195, £15.99

A basic short course for beginners, uses only romanized Japanese.
Teach Yourself Complete Japanese (Gihooly, H. & M. Kurose), 3rd ed., 01/02/2017, Hodder, book
with CD(s), 9781471800498, £29.99
A new package and updated course teaching Japanese from beginner to level 4 (Common European
Framework Level B2). Full colour throughout and easy-to-read page design. Pack includes 2 x 70-minute audio
CDs (MP3 compatible).
www.grantandcutler.com
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Teach Yourself Get started in Japanese (Gilhooly, H.), 2nd ed., 25/07/2014, Hodder Education, book
with CD(s), 9781444174748, £24.99
A simple step-by-step approach providing a gentle introduction to learning Japanese for absolute beginners who
have no experience of learning a foreign language. Covers beginner to lower intermediate level (A1-B1).

Courses: Vocational & business
NEW! The Seven Keys to Communicating in Japan: An Intercultural Approach (Yamada, Haru),
28/12/2017, Georgetown University Press, 9781626164772, £23.00
Exploring language and communication topics, international relations, and the business community, this book
is an excellent intercultural overview for anyone travelling to or working in Japan.

Grammars
Basic Japanese grammar (Bleiler, E. F.), 2011, Tuttle, 9784805311431, £7.99
Basic grammatical concepts explained in an approachable manner.
Complete Japanese grammar (Sato, Eriko) (Practice Makes Perfect), 02/05/2014, McGraw-Hill,
9780071808354, £13.99
Comprehensive guide and workbook covering all aspects of Japanese grammar, with examples and a variety
of exercises.
A dictionary of advanced Japanese grammar, The Japan Times, 9784789012959, £49.50
An indispensable grammar reference, features detailed explanations of grammar and English index.
A dictionary of basic Japanese grammar, The Japan Times, 9784789004541, £41.99
An indispensable grammar reference, features detailed explanations of grammar and English index.
A dictionary of intermediate Japanese grammar, The Japan Times, 9784789007757, £54.99
An indispensable grammar reference, features detailed explanations of grammar and English index.
Essential Japanese grammar: a comprehensive guide to contemporary usage (Tanimori, N.), 2012,
Tuttle, 9784805311172, £15.99
Providing clear, jargon-free explanations of how Japanese grammar works and offering hundreds of example
sentences, it is an essential handbook for self-study or for the classroom.
Japanese tutor: grammar & vocabulary workbook, 01/12/2015, Hodder & Stoughton,
9781444799835, £24.99
Offers a range of clear and effective learning features covering levels A2-B1: 200 activities across a range of
grammar and vocabulary points, unique visual verb tenses timeline and infographics for extra context, personal
tutor hints and tips and much more.
Modern Japanese grammar: a practical guide (Various), 26/09/2013, Routledge, 9780415572019,
£32.99
An innovative reference guide to Japanese, combining traditional and function-based grammar in a single
volume.
Modern Japanese grammar: workbook (Various), 28/02/2014, Routledge, 9780415270939, £31.99
An innovative book of exercises and language tasks for all learners of Japanese. All sentences are written both
in Romanization and in the Japanese script. With answer key.

Script: Hiragana & Katakana
A guide to reading & writing Japanese (Sakade, F. & J. Ikeda), 4th ed., 15/11/2013, Tuttle,
9784805311738, £15.99
A comprehensive workbook with exercises.
Hiragana from zero! (Trombley, G. & Y. Takenaka), 2011, YesJapan, 9780976998174, £8.95
Fun, innovative, and integrated approach to learning Hiragana, suitable for both beginners and intermediate
students.
Japanese Hiragana and Katakana for beginners: first steps to mastering the Japanese writing system
(Stout, T. G.), 2nd ed., 2011, Tuttle, 9784805311448, £12.94+VAT
Learn how to use the basic 92 characters to read, write and communicate. Memorable picture mnemonics
connect each character to familiar English words.
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Japanese Kana from zero! (Trombley, G. & Y. Takenaka), 01/07/2015, YesJapan, 9780989654593,
£14.95
Fun, innovative, and integrated approach to learning Katakana and Hiragana, suitable for both beginners and
intermediate students.
NEW! Japanese Katakana for beginners, 17/11/2016, Tuttle, 9780804845779, £6.99
Japanese Katakana for Beginners makes learning of beginner kana fast and effective by using memorable
picture mnemonics, along with clear explanations, examples and lots of fun exercises.
Katakana from zero! (Trombley, G. & Y. Takenaka), 2012, YesJapan, 9780976998181, £8.95
Fun, innovative, and integrated approach to learning Katakana, suitable for both beginners and intermediate
students.
Kodansha Hiragana workbook (Matsumoto Stewart, A.), 2012, Kodansha, 9781568364414, £12.99
Stroke-order diagrams for each character, ample space to practice writing, free downloadable audio, 105
pull-out flashcards, exercises for every lesson.
Kodansha Katakana workbook (Matsumoto Stewart, A.), 2nd ed., 15/07/2013, Kodansha,
9781568364773, £12.99
Stroke-order diagrams for each character, ample space to practice writing, free downloadable audio, 117
pull-out flashcards, exercises for every lesson.
Learning Japanese Hiragana & Katakana (Henshall, K. & T. Takagaki), 10/09/2014, Tuttle,
9784805312278, £10.99
A systematic and comprehensive Japanese workbook that can be used along with a Japanese language
textbook or as a stand-alone resource to learn the Japanese alphabet (kana).
Teach Yourself read and write Japanese scripts (Gilhooly, H.), 2010, Hodder, 9781444103908,
£12.99
Master the Japanese scripts with this straightforward guide to the written language, packed with examples
from real-life texts to show how it works in context and with exercises to reinforce your learning.
Writing Japanese Hiragana, 28/04/2015, Tuttle, 9784805313497, £8.99
An introductory Hiragana workbook.
Writing Japanese Kana (Practice Makes Perfect), 20/01/2014, McGraw-Hill, 9780071827980, £11.99
Perfect for intermediate to advanced learners of Japanese, this workbook leads you step-by-step through the
complexities of writing hiragana and katakana characters.
Writing Japanese Katakana, 28/04/2015, Tuttle, 9784805313503, £8.99
An introductory Katakana workbook.

Script: Kanji
Complete guide to Japanese Kanji: remembering and understanding the 2,136 standard characters,
15/01/2016, Tuttle, 9784805311707, pp.704, £22.50
Learn over 2,000 Japanese Kanji characters with this user-friendly book. Provides a comprehensive
introduction to all the Kanji characters on the Japanese Ministry of Education's official Joyo list.
Essential Japanese Kanji, 01/01/2015, Tuttle
Vol. 1, 9784805313404, £14.99; vol. 2, 9784805313794, £11.99

Learn the essential Kanji characters needed for everyday interactions in Japan.
Japanese Kanji & Kana: a complete guide to the Japanese writing system (Hadamitzky, W.), 2012,
Tuttle, 9784805311165, £16.99
A user-friendly guide presenting Kanji and Kana's history and summarizing the most important information
about Japanese characters in 19 convenient tables.
Japanese Kanji flash cards, 2016, Tuttle
Vol. 1 (characters 1-200), 9784805311745, £14.99; vol. 2 (characters 201-400), 9784805311646,
£14.99

Handy sets of flash cards presenting stroke order and sample sentences. With audio material and 32-page
booklet.
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NEW! Japanese Kanji for beginners, 13/01/2017, Tuttle, book with CD-Rom(s), 9784805310496,
£12.99
The 410 highest-frequency kanji characters 44 in simple, easy-to-follow lessons. Concise information on kanji
elements, readings and pronunciations. Extensive exercises, drills, and writing practice Free CD-ROM with
printable flash cards, practice quizzes and extra exercises.
Japanese Kanji made easy: learn 1000 Kanji and Kana the fun and easy way, 15/05/2015, Tuttle,
9784805312773, £15.99
This highly-visual book introduces an effective new method for learning Japanese characters using visual stimuli
and pictographs. Includes: audio recordings of pronunciations, an introduction to the history and structure of
the Japanese writing system, 1,000 characters and over 3,000 words.
Kanji cards (Kask, A.), Tuttle
Handy flash cards kits. List radicals and stroke order for writing each character as well as romanized
pronunciations. Give definitions for each character as well as its derived nouns, verbs and adjectives.
Volume 1, 9784805314159, £14.16+VAT; Volume 2, 9784805314166, £10.83+VAT; Volume 3,
9784805314173, £10.83+VAT; Volume 4, 9784805314180, £10.83+VAT.

NEW! Kanji from zero, 25/11/2016, YesJapan!, 9780996786317, £20.95
Fun, innovative, and integrated approach to learning Kanji, suitable for both beginners and intermediate
students.
Kanji in context, 2014, The Japan Times
Reference book, 9784789015295, £45.50; workbook 1, 9784789015301, £34.99; workbook 2,
9784789015318, £24.99

A textbook to systematically study Kanji characters at an intermediate and advanced level.
Kanji. Look and learn: 512 kanji with illustrations and mnemonic hints (Various), 01/01/2009, The Japan
Times
Student book, 9784789013499, pp.244, £28.99; Workbook, 9784789013505, pp.176, £15.50

A great way of learning Japanese Kanji!
The Kodansha Kanji Learner's Course: a step-by-step guide to mastering 2300 characters (Conning,
Andrew Scott), 11/12/2013, Kodansha, 9781568365268, £34.50
An innovative and highly effective system for learning and remembering kanji, or Sino-Japanese characters. The
book contains 2,300 character entries, including all 2,136 Joyo Kanji ("regular-use kanji") plus 164 of the most
useful non-Joyo Kanji.
Learning Japanese Kanji (Grant, G. N.), 2013, Tuttle, book with DVD(s), 9784805311684, £19.99
An innovative method for learning the 500 most essential Kanji characters. Bonus DVD includes stroke-order
animations and pronunciations for all kanji, compounds and sample sentences.
Mastering Japanese kanji vol.1: The innovative visual method for learning Japanese characters (Nolan
Grant, G.), 2nd ed., 10/09/2015, Tuttle, book with CD-Rom(s), 9780804845786, pp.256, £15.99
Recognize and retain the meanings and readings of the Kanji in record time. Teaches 200 of the most common
Kanji. Imaginative visuals and narratives that make it easy to remember each character. Bonus CD-ROM helps
you master the writing and pronunciation.
NEW! Read Japanese Kanji today, 20/07/2017, Tuttle, 9784805314326, £12.99
With the approach used in this easy-to-read, entertaining kanji book you'll soon be able to recognize and read
over 400 kanji, whether or not you have any knowledge of Japanese grammar or the spoken Japanese
language.
Remembering the Kanji: A complete course on how not to forget the meaning and writing of Japanese
characters (Heisig, J. W.), University of Hawaii Press
Volume 1, 9780824835927, £32.50 6th ed.; volume 2, 9780824836696, £34.50; volume 3,
9780824837020, £29.50

A comprehensive guide based on an effective method of remembering Kanji. The characters are organised
according to their component parts, each of these parts is assigned its own distinct meaning with a distinct
image.
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Vocabulary
Essential Japanese vocabulary (Miura, A.), 2011, Tuttle, 9784805311271, £17.50
Most commonly used and misused words listed with extensive explanations on meaning and examples.
Four character idioms, 01/05/2015, 9784907150563, £14.40
This book explains the meaning of the four-character idiom by using examples that are as close as possible to
modern use.
A frequency dictionary of Japanese: core vocabulary for learners (Tono, Y. M.), 2013, Routledge,
9780415610131, pp.369, £33.99
An invaluable tool for all learners of Japanese, providing a list of the 5,000 most commonly used words in the
language.
How to sound intelligent in Japanese: a vocabulary builder (Wolf, Ch. De), 2nd ed., 2012, Kodansha,
9781568364186, £13.99
An advanced vocabulary builder with academic topics.
Japanese in a Flash
Volume 1, 9784805314128, pp.448, £13.00; volume 2, 9784805308882, pp.448, £10.83

Complete flash card language kit that helps you learn Japanese quickly. Contains 448 flash cards presenting
the most common Japanese words and phrases used in everyday speech. Japanese script and romanized
forms.
Japanese vocabulary (Akiyama, C.), 2nd edition, 2008, Barron's, 9780764139734, £6.99
A pocket-size vocabulary book in both English and Japanese. It lists more than 8,000 words and expressions
that are categorized according to subject.
NEW! Speak and Read Japanese: Fun Mnemonic Devices for Remembering Japanese Words and
Their Meanings (Herzberg, Larry), 10/10/2017, Stone Bridge Press, 9781611720402, £10.99
A simple, fun, and imaginative ways to remember essential Japanese words and characters. Includes 300
essential words and Kanji.

Readers
Japanese graded readers, Ask
A series of graded readers with CDs.
Level 0 — vol. 1, 9784872177114, £32.99; vol. 2, 9784872177497, £29.99; vol. 3, 9784872179125, £29.99
Level 1 — vol. 1, 9784872176247, £29.99; vol. 2, 9784872176414, £29.99; vol. 3, 9784872176711, £29.99
Level 2 — vol. 1, 9784872176254, £29.99; vol. 2, 9784872176421, £29.99; vol. 3, 9784872176728, £29.99
Level 3 — vol. 1, 9784872176261, £29.99; vol. 2, 9784872176438, £29.99; vol. 3, 9784872177039, £29.99
Level 4 — vol. 1, 9784872176278, £29.99; vol. 2, 9784872176445, £29.99

Let's read Japanese, 2014, Oxford Brooks

Level 1, 9780992929947, £19.99; level 2.1, 9780992929909, £19.99; level 2.2, 9780992929916, £19.99

Graded stories for learners of Japanese.
Read real Japanese essays (Various), 2008, Kodansha, 9781568364148, £17.50
Collection of writings by cutting-edge authors. Includes original text, phrase-level translations and endnotes
explanations of tricky grammar.
Read real Japanese fiction (Various), 2nd ed., 2013, Kodansha, 9781568365299, £21.00
Collection of writings by cutting-edge authors. Includes original text, phrase-level translations and endnotes
explaining tricky grammar. With free CD.
Routledge intermediate to advanced Japanese reader, 18/08/2015, Routledge, 9780415593786,
£31.99
Presents twenty-five authentic texts taken from a wide range of media and literary sources, which promote a
deeper understanding of Japan among readers. The book is divided into ten genre-based chapters, allowing the
learner to focus on the textual features relevant to that genre.
Short stories in Japanese (New Penguin parallel text) (Emmerich, M.), 2011, Penguin,
9780143118336, £9.99
A collection of short stories, with parallel translations, it offers students at all levels the opportunity to enjoy a
wide range of contemporary literature.
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Supplementary Material
The Japan culture book, 2014, 9784789015806, £25.99
This book is about Japanese culture. Each chapter consists of short topics, in both Japanese and English, from
traditional performances to martial arts, Ozu films, Godzilla, J-pop and fashion. An interesting and amusing
read.
Japan geography (Read it!), 01/10/2015, Asahi School, 9784907150723, £14.40
This book explains geography with plenty of illustrations, maps and quizzes. It is recommended for children so
it is easy to read even for beginner learners of Japanese.
The Japanese mind: Understanding contemporary Japanese culture (R. Davies, & O. Ikeno (ed.)), 2002,
Tuttle, 9780804832953, £12.99
Offers readers a fascinating overview of contemporary Japanese culture in 28 informative essays, describing
values, attitudes, behaviour patterns and communication styles.
Japanese proverbs (Galef, David), 2012, Tuttle, 9784805312001, £14.99
A collection of 200 Japanese proverbs with illustrations and explanations for each saying.
Japanese proverbs (Read it!), 31/03/2015, Asahi School, 9784907150556, pp.192, £14.50
77 proverbs to remember for elementary school students with a simple and easy-to-follow illustrated story.
Quizzes and other fun elements are also abundant. All kanji have phonetic styles, children of lower grades can
read well without difficulty.
NEW! The Languages of Japan and Korea (Tranter, Nicolas), 24/03/2017, Routledge,
9781138107373, £34.99
The Languages of Japan and Korea provides detailed descriptions of the major varieties of languages in the
region, both modern and pre-modern, within a common format, producing a long-needed introductory
reference source. Korean, Japanese, Ainu, and representative members of the three main groupings of the
Ryukyuan chain are discussed for the first time in a single work.

Japanese for children
Farmer duck (Waddell, M. & H. Oxenbury), Mantra Lingua, 9781846110498, £9.50
Parallel text in Japanese and English.
First thousand words in Japanese (Amery, H.), 2nd ed., 01/07/2014, Usborne, 9781409570370, £7.99
An Internet-linked picture dictionary/vocabulary builder.
NEW! I'm learning Japanese, 10/02/2016, Tuttle, 9784805310748, £12.99
A fun and entertaining beginner level children's Japanese language book with the storyline based around the
adventures of three pupils.
Japanese for kids. Flash cards (Stout, T.), 2008, Tuttle, flashcards, 9784805309049, £12.99+VAT
Contains 64 flash cards that get children talking (numbers, colours, food, etc.), and an audio CD with
pronunciation of the Japanese words.
Kodomo no Nihongo: Japanese for children (Nishihara, S. (ed.)), 2002, 3A Corporation
Level 1, 9784883192182, £28.50; level 2, 9784883192342, £22.99

Packed with illustrations, games and exercises, this course is ideal for one-to-one tuition or classroom use. The
book contains vocabulary lists and an instruction booklet for new teachers of Japanese.
Let's learn Japanese: Picture dictionary, 1992, McGraw Hill, 9780071408271, £10.99
A large format dictionary for children.
The little red hen and the grains of wheat (Japanese/English) (Various), Mantra, 9781846112195,
£9.50
Bilingual story.
My daddy is a giant (Japanese/English) (Norac, C.), Mantra, 9781844443642, £8.50
Bilingual story.
NEW! My first book of Japanese words: an ABC rhyming book, 2nd ed., 10/09/2017, Tuttle,
hardback, 9780804849531, £8.99
Introduces Japanese language to preschool children in a gentle, playful way. Each word is shown in Japanese
script and transliteration.
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NEW! My first Japanese Kanji book: learning Kanji the fun and easy way! (Sato, E. & A.), 2nd ed.,
15/05/2017, Tuttle, 9780804848893, £9.99
Introduces 109 Kanji characters to children, with poems and illustrations.
Nina goes to hospital (Japanese/English) (Various), Mantra, 9781844449842, £9.50
Bilingual story.
Usborne everyday words Japanese flashcards, 2009, Usborne, 9781409505891, pp.50, £5.83+VAT
A pack of 50 picture cards illustrating simple Japanese words. Each card has a word and picture on one side,
and the same word, alone, on the other. The cards can be used to play games, for self-testing, or propped up
around the house or classroom as reminders.

Verbs
600 basic Japanese verbs, 15/11/2013, Tuttle, 9784805312377, £14.99
A comprehensive guide to conjugation in Japanese with example sentences provided to illustrate correct usage.
The handbook of Japanese verbs (Kamiya, T.), 2nd ed., 2012, Kodansha, 9781568364841, £16.99
A reference and guide to verbs aimed at beginning and intermediate students. The first part shows how the
verbs are grouped and conjugated. The second part shows how these different forms are used in sentences.
Every explanation is followed by exercises.
Oxford Japanese grammar & verbs (Bunt, J.), 2003, Oxford University Press, 9780198603825, £9.99
Clear and simple explanations with tables and examples.

Korean
Dictionaries
Collins gem Korean dictionary, 10th ed., 2010, Collins, flexi (plastic) cover, 9780007324729, pp.416,
£5.99
Features a clear colour layout, with a phrasefinder and menu reader for travellers.
Pocket Korean dictionary, 2nd ed., 30/09/2016, Periplus, 9780794607746, pp.96, £4.99
Contains 12,000 commonly used words, presented in an accessible format of both romanised and authentic
script.
Tuttle Korean<>English mini dictionary, 2013, Tuttle, 9780804842853, pp.384, £4.99
Over 15,000 words in a handy format.
Tuttle learner's Korean>English dictionary (Park, K.), 2013, Tuttle, 9780804841504, pp.352,
£14.99
Covers the 16,800 most commonly-used Korean vocabulary items, over 5,600 example sentences given in
Hangeul, romanization and English, and extensive grammar notes

Courses
Colloquial Korean (Pyun, D.O. & I.-S. Kim), 01/08/2015, Routledge, book with online access,
9781138958593, pp.308, £32.99
Beginner's course with many useful exercises with answer key section, dialogues, grammar reference and
vocabulary lists.
Continuing Korean (King, R. & J.-h. Yeon), 10/07/2015, Tuttle, book with CD(s), 9780804845151,
£19.99
Inspired by "Beginning Korean", "Continuing Korean" presents completely new dialogues, reading texts,
grammar notes, and written exercises, all in Han'gul, the Korean alphabet. It is ideal for both self-learners and
organized courses and is accompanied by a 74-minute audio CD.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Diary of Dana in Korea, 01/07/2014, Hawoo, book with online access, 9788976999764, £22.99
A book for basic and intermediate level learners who are beginning to be accustomed to Korean life. The lives
of foreign student Dana and Korean student Areum in cartoon form help learners with the language and the
culture.
Elementary Korean (King, R. & J. Yeon), 2nd ed., 30/07/2014, Tuttle, book with CD(s), 9780804844987,
pp.359, £22.08+VAT
Ideal for both self-study and organized courses. With dialogues, reading texts, grammar notes, and written
exercises, all in Hangul, the Korean alphabet. Accompanied by an MP3 CD and featuring a dedicated website.
Elementary Korean workbook (Lee, I.), 10/09/2014, Tuttle, 9780804845021, £15.99
A companion to 'Elementary Korean' that contains practice activities for reading, writing and speaking the
Korean language. Can be used on its own.
Korean for beginners: mastering conversational Korean (Amen, H. J. & K. Park), 2010, Tuttle, book
with CD(s), 9780804841009, £12.49+VAT
Using everyday situations, the course introduces Korean alphabet, basic grammar and vocabulary to enable the
learners to communicate quickly and efficiently.
Korean for dummies (Hong, J. & W. Lee), 2008, Wiley, book with CD(s), 9780470037188, pp.356,
£15.99.
Start speaking Korean the fun and easy way with Korean For Dummies, a no–nonsense guide to Korean
culture and the basics of Korean language. Pick up basic phrases and commonly used words so that you can
converse with Koreans in both business and personal situations.
Korean from zero, 01/05/2014, YesJapan
Book 1, 9780989654524, £20.95; book 2, 9780989654531, £20.95

An innovative approach to learning Korean based on extensive grammar explanation and engaging activities.
Korean made easy, Darakwon
Starter — Book with CD(s), 9788959958337, pp.192, £21.50
Beginner — Booklet with CD(s), 9788972557975, £25.50
Intermediate — Book with CD(s), 9788927731351, pp.192, £28.50
For everyday — Booklet with CD(s), 9788959957941, £25.50
Vocabulary — Book with CD(s), 9788927731177, pp.368, £29.50

Korean made simple, 2014-2016, CreateSpace

Vol. 1, 9781497445826, £25.99; vol. 2, 9781502722218, £25.99; vol. 3, 9781533025227, £28.50

Korean Made Simple is a book for anyone who wishes to begin learning the Korean language. No matter your
age, you can learn how to read, write, speak and understand Korean. With downloadable audio.
Korean through English, 2012, Hollym
Book 1, 9781565913158, £23.50

Aimed at English speakers, this series sets out to teach practical language skills.
Sejong Korean, 2013, King Sejogn Institute
Book 1, 9788996994701, £22.50; book 2, 9788996994718, £22.50; book 3, 9788996994725, £22.50; book
4, 9788996994732, £20.99; book 5, 9788996994763, £20.99; book 6, 9788996994770, £20.99; book 7,
9788996994787, £20.99

A popular series of classroom textbooks featuring modern texts and a variety of exercises. With audio CDs.
Sogang Korean, Hawoo
Developed to include a balance of four skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing.

Level 1 — 1A textbook & CD, 9788976995728, £28.50; 1A workbook & CD, 9788976995735, £17.99;
1B textbook & CD, 9788976995773, £28.50; 1B workbook & CD, 9788976995780, £18.50; writing 1,
9788992491716, £25.50; textbook compact (1A+1B), 9788992491709, £39.99
Level 2 — 2A textbook & CD, 9788992491266, £37.99; 2A workbook & CD, 9788992491303, £17.99;
2B textbook & CD, 9788992491327, £38.50; 2B workbook & CD, 9788992491365, £17.99; writing 2,
9788992491723, £26.50; textbook compact (2A+2B), 9788992491792, £39.99
Level 3 — 3A textbook & CD, 9788992491396, £33.99; 3A workbook & CD, 9788992491433, £17.99;
3B textbook & CD, 9788992491464, £31.50; 3B workbook & CD, 9788992491501, £14.99; writing,
9788992491747, £21.99
Level 5 — 5A textbook & CD, 9788992491204, £26.99; 5A workbook & CD, 9788992491228, £14.99;
5B textbook & CD, 9788992491211, £30.50; 5B workbook & CD, 9788992491235, £17.50
Level 6 — Student's book (Reading), 9788992491808, £25.99
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Teach Yourself Complete Korean (Vincent, M. & J. Yeon), 3rd ed., 30/05/2014, Hodder Education
Book, 9781444195781, pp.367, £29.99; book with CD(s), 9781444195774, pp.367, £39.99

A new package and updated course teaching Korean from beginner to level 4 (Common European Framework
Level B2). Full colour throughout and easy-to-read page design. Pack includes 2 x 70-minute audio CDs (MP3
compatible).

Grammars
500 basic Korean verbs (Park, K.), 2nd ed., 10/09/2015, Tuttle, 9780804846059, £16.99
Each of the 500 most important Korean verbs is presented in a convenient single-page format that gives the
verb's meaning and pronunciation, and displays the verb's 48 key tenses, speech levels, and moods (all
accompanied by romanizations).
Essential Korean grammar (Kingdon, L.), 10/01/2015, Tuttle, 9780804844314, £15.99
Detailed explanation of important grammatical points, ideal for self-study of classroom use.
Korean grammar in use (Ahn, J.-M. et al.), 2010-2014, Darakwon
Beginning to early intermediate (book & CD), 9788959951987, pp.376, £32.50; Intermediate,
9788927730781, £34.50; Advanced, 9788927731160, £33.50

Learn at a glance the differences between similar grammatical constructions. Practice a variety of expressions
used in the same situation. True to life dialogues incorporating the introduced grammar points.
The Korean verbs guide, 19/03/2015, Kong & Park, 9788956057064, £41.00
Covering all verb types, this guide is the key to effective practice and acclimatisation to the conjugation rules
through hundreds of real-life sample sentences and useful quiz questions. A learning tool for beginners, and a
reference resource for everyone.
NEW! Modern Korean Grammar, 20/06/2017, Routledge, 9781138931312, £34.99
aim of the Modern Korean Grammar is to provide an overview of the structures and functions of the Korean
language. Designed for those who have already acquired the basics of the language, the book combines a
comprehensive description of the grammatical structures of Korean with a functional/usage approach to the
language.
NEW! Modern Korean Grammar Workbook, 29/06/2017, Routledge, 9781138931336, £25.99
A practice companion to an innovative reference guide combining traditional and function-focused grammar.
Can be used together with' Modern Korean Grammar' reference book or separately as a grammar practice
material.
My Korean grammar, 01/08/2015, Seoul Selections
Beginners, 9791186195574, £25.50; intermediate, 9791186453025, £25.99; advanced, 9791186453032,
£20.50

Practice grammar books.

Script
Become a Hangeul matser: secrets of reading Korean handwritting, 19/03/2015, Kong & Park,
9788956057194, £23.00
This book has all the essentials to help you learn Hangeul, including a history of Hangeul, pronunciation and
the stroke order of the 40 Hangeul letters, how letters are combined into syllables and how to link sound
together when speaking Korean.
Hangeul: Korea's unique alphabet (Various), 2010, Korea Foundation, 9788991913691, pp.100, £17.50
Hangeul is an ingenious system that utilizes forward-thinking and scientific linguistic theories and principles of
Korean traditional culture to perfectly express the sound of the Korean language.
You can learn the Korean alphabet in one morning: A commemorative publication for
International Congress of Linguists (CIL)-18: to briefly introduce the Korean script, Hangeul (Lee,
S.-O.), 2008, Sotong, 9788996056478, pp.100, £16.99
A quick reference guide to an exotic alphabet. On the streets and in restaurants foreigners can try to read shop
signs, billboards, menus, and other kinds of notices.
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Vocabulary
2000 essential Korean words (Ahn, S.-H.), Darakwon
Beginners, 9788959957811, pp.504, £33.50 book & MP3 CD pack. ; Intermediate, 9788927731306, £33.50

Features: a deliberate selection of 2000 necessary Korean words; a systematic categorization of fourteen
topics and detailed subsections; useful word translations in English, Chinese and Japanese; helpful and
sufficient reference words; practical example sentences used in everyday life; accurately recorded entry words
and example sentences. With MP3 CD.
Essential Korean vocabulary, 30/12/2014, Tuttle, 9780804843256, £16.99
Presents the 6,000 most common Korean words and phrases organised into 22 different subject areas.
Everyday Korean idiomatic expressions, 2015, Kong & Park, 9788956057088, £27.00
Introduces 100 frequently used Korean idiomatic expressions, the meaning of which can be difficult to guess
or decipher at first. The book also includes fun illustrations to give a visual representation of the expressions.
NEW! A frequency dictionary of Korean: core vocabulary for learners (Jones, R. & E. Tschirner),
12/08/2016, Routledge, 9781138781818, £32.99
Provides a list of 5,000 entries in the rank frequency, with sample sentences. Thematically organised.
An illustrated guide to Korean: essential words and phrases (Various), 28/02/2014, Seoul Selection,
9781624120138, pp.305, £21.50
Engaging illustrations and texts aimed at helping to learn basic Korean vocabulary.
Korean essential vocabulary 6000 (Lee, J.-W.), 2006, Language Plus, 9788955184891, pp.398, £14.50
Any foreigner who studies Korean must inevitably know 6000 words selected by The National Academy of the
Korean Language. With this only book there is no need to worry about vocabulary in any Korean language test.
With MP3 free download.
Korean flash cards, 10/04/2015, Tuttle, 9780804844826, £15.99
A handy set of flash cards including over 1,000 phrases and sentences in Korean script and transliteration.
Korean vocabulary practice for foreigners, 2011-2012, Yonsei University
Beginners, 9788971419700, £39.50; intermediate, 9788971419663, £41.50; advanced, 9788971419618,
£34.99

A series of reference and exercise books introducing Korean vocabulary.
My weekly Korean vocabulary, 2015, Kong & Park
Book 1, 9788956057187, £28.00; book 2, 9788956057378, £28.99

Vocabulary practice books divided into short thematic units for each day. Each day you have one new keyword,
and built upon that keyword are 20 additional phrases and sentences that get progressively longer.

Supplementary Material
Inside Korea: Discovering the people and culture, Hollym, flexi (plastic) cover, 9781565914032, pp.514,
£15.99
This book is designed to increase understanding about Korea for people around the world and to present
Korean society and culture in a thoughtful manner to foreigners who are not familiar with it. Bilingual
English-Korean.
An introduction to Korean linguistics (Various), 18/11/2015, Routledge, 9780415659932, £36.99
This book provides an in-depth introduction to the basics of Korean linguistics, and modern linguistic theory, in
an accessible style. It features a step-by-step approach designed to lead the reader through the linguistic
make-up of the language, from the basics of its sound system and sentence structure to the semantics of
modern spoken Korean.
Korea unmasked: in search of the country, the society and the people (Rhie, W.-B.), 2002, Gimm Young
International, 9788934917717, pp.234, £22.99
In this book the story of Korean people is told through cartoons. The author's personal insights provide a
delightful and humorous portrait of the Korean people. It is comical yet serious, well-informed but objective. If
you have the time for just one book on Korea, try this one! In English.
Listening Korean for Beginners, 2007, Hollym, book with CD(s), 9781565912472, pp.197, £29.50
This book aims to improve one's speaking ability in Korean, the most essential part of the language for new
learners. It is specifically designed to give those who cannot easily converse with native Korean-speakers the
chance to experience real life conversations.
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NEW! The Routledge Course in Korean Translation (Kiaer, Jieun), 15/09/2017, Routledge,
9781138669246, £32.99
This advanced course in Korean translation discusses cross-linguistic and cross-cultural issues that arise in the
course of Korean-English and English-Korean translation and offers useful tools for dealing with these
problems.
NEW! Sketches of Korea: an illustrated guide to Korean culture (Various), 01/01/2016, Seoul
Selection, 9781624120336, pp.211, £21.99
Kimchi, K-pop, Taekwondo, Samsung - the images that most people get when they think of Korea don't stray
much beyond the usual ones. But there are so many other fascinating sides to Korea and this book will help you
to discover them.
NEW! Speed up your Korean: strategies to avoid common errors (Brown, Lucien), 29/04/2016,
Routledge, 9780415645041, £32.99
Suitable for classroom use or self-study, this book is an ideal resource for intermediate learners wishing to refine
their language skills and gain an in-depth understanding of Korean grammar and usage. Audio files and
supplementary exercises available on companion website.

Readers
NEW! Essential Korean Reader, 06/07/2017, Routledge, 9781138188259, £29.00
Offers supplementary reading material for students in the early stages of learning Korean. The topics covered
focus on aspects of modern and traditional Korean life and cultural differences between Korea and the rest of
the world. Each reading is supported by pre and post-reading questions, a glossary of new words and
expressions, helpful grammar explanations and exercises.
The Routledge intermediate Korean reader, 2013, Routledge, 9780415695350, £33.99
Consists of 18 authentic readings, graded on the basis of complexity of vocabulary, grammar and syntax. These
readings are drawn from a range of contemporary sources such as newspapers and magazines as well as
novels and historical works.

For Children
Let's learn Korean flashcards, 10/09/2015, Tuttle, 9780804845410, £9.16+VAT
An introductory language learning tool especially designed to help children from preschool through early
elementary level acquire basic words, phrases, and sentences in Korean in a fun and easy way.
NEW! My first book of Korean words: an ABC rhyming book, 10/09/2017, Tuttle, hardback,
9780804849401, £8.99
Introduces Korean language to preschool children in a gentle and playful way. Each word is shown in Korean
script and transliteration.
NEW! New bilingual visual dictionary: English<>Korean, 01/04/2017, Milet, hardback,
9781785088889, £14.99
Aimed at children aged 5+, the dictionary features useful, everyday words that will help learners to build their
vocabulary. The words are grouped by subjects, so children can focus on one set of related words at a time.
NEW! Traditional Korean folk tales (bilingual), 01/09/2016, Changbi
Kongji and Patji, 9791186621011, £20.99; Tiger and Dried Persimmon, 9791195548651, £20.99;
Magic Picture, 9791195548613, £14.99; Yeonorang and Saeonyeo, 9791195548637, £22.99; The
Headstone Goes to Court, 9791195548644, £22.99; The King Has Donkey’s Ears, 9791195548675,
£14.99; The Sun and the Moon, 9791195548682, £22.99; Pouch of Songs, 9791195548699, £14.99; The
River Snail and the Young Man, 9791186621004, £14.99; The Fairy and the Woodcutter,
9791186621028, £14.99

Bilingual Korean-English children's books
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Thai
Dictionaries
English-Thai, Thai-English one-to-one dictionary (Kaewkongpan, S.), 2012, Star Books, hardback,
9781908357083, pp.370, £19.95
A word-to-word medium-size dictionary, suitable for exam use.
Modern Thai<>English dictionary (Paopichit, K.), 2011, Thai Watphana Panit, 9789740721277,
pp.653, £24.95
Concise and up-to-date dictionary. (Suitable for EAL exams purposes.)
Oxford English-Thai picture dictionary (Adelson-Goldstein, J. & N. Shapiro), 2nd ed., 2009, Oxford
University Press, 9780194740180, pp.305, £23.10
Popular picture dictionary, available in 13 bilingual editions that meet the language needs of young adult and
adult students around the world.
Tuttle mini Thai<>English dictionary (Barme, S.), 15/07/2014, Tuttle, 9780804842891, pp.384,
£4.99
Over 8,000 essential words, idioms and expressions.

Courses
Colloquial Thai (Moore, J. & S. Rodchue), 2nd ed., 01/07/2015, Routledge, book with online access,
9781138950184, £32.99
Beginner's course with many useful exercises with answer-key section, dialogues, grammar reference and
vocabulary lists. With audio download.
Easy Thai (Allison, G.H.), 2nd ed., 10/04/2015, Tuttle, 9780804842563, pp.105, £11.99
An introduction to the Thai language with exercises and answer key. A gradual and cumulative system with little
time wasted.
Get started in Thai (Smyth, David), 01/08/2015, Hodder & Stoughton, book with online access,
9781444798777, £29.99
Simple step-by-step approach and an easy-to-follow page design make learning Thai memorable and fun. This
new edition has complete audio support.
Learn Thai through stories, grammar and exercises, 2014, Kawee
Book 1, 9780957546929, £19.95; book 2, 9780957546936, £23.95

A fun and educational book for complete beginners. In order to make it easier for children, the Romanised Thai
has been simplified so that it includes only the Roman alphabet rather than the phonetic symbols. Suitable for
young learners and adults.
Teach Yourself Complete Thai (Smyth, D.), 09/03/2017, Hodder Education, book with online access,
9781444101911, £39.99
A new package and updated course teaching Thai from beginner to level 4 (Common European Framework
Level B2). Full colour throughout and easy-to-read page design. With downloadable audio materials.
Thai for advanced readers (Becker, B.P.), 9781887521031, £19.95
This book will help you increase your Thai vocabulary and improve your reading skills. Can be used for self-study
or classroom use.

Grammars
A reference grammar of Thai (Iwasaki, S. & P. Ingkaphirom), 2009, Cambridge Univ. Pr.,
9780521108676, £34.99
A clear, detailed and comprehensive guide to Thai grammar, designed for intermediate to advanced learners.
PRINT ON DEMAND.
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Thai: an essential grammar (Smyth, D.), 2nd ed., 21/11/2013, Routledge, 9780415510349, £31.99
Grammatical forms are demonstrated through examples given in both Thai script and romanized
transliteration, with clear, jargon-free explanations. Includes guidance on pronunciation, speech conventions
and the Thai writing system as well as grammar.

Software
Talk Now! Learn Thai, 2015, Eurotalk, 9781785013409, £24.99+VAT
Talk Now! is the world's best selling language learning CD-ROM series for beginners, used by more than eight
million people to date. It's useful for travellers, holiday makers, business people, school children, students and
families. Interactive topics include: first words, phrases, shopping, numbers and time and you can test yourself
with graded games.

Vietnamese
Dictionaries
Collins pocket Vietnamese<>English dictionary, 2012, Collins, 9780007454235, pp.480, £7.99
Medium size dictionary offering extensive and up-to-date coverage of Vietnamese and English, with a grammar
supplement.
English-Vietnamese,Vietnamese-English one-to-one dictionary (Hoang, H.), 2011, Star,
hardback, 9781908357090, pp.347, £18.95
Word-to-word two-way Vietnamese dictionary with 29,000 entries. Suitable for exam use.
NEW! New bilingual visual dictionary: English<>Vietnamese, 01/04/2017, Milet, hardback,
9781785088964, £14.99
Aimed at children aged 5+, the dictionary features useful, everyday words that will help learners to build their
vocabulary. The words are grouped by subjects, so children can focus on one set of related words at a time.
NEW! The Oxford English-Vietnamese picture dictionary (Shapiro, N. & J. Adelson-Goldstein),
3rd ed., 10/11/2016, Oxford University Press, 9780194505321, pp.226, £23.10
A comprehensive, flexible, and up-to-date vocabulary reference and teaching tool for English language learning.
NEW! Periplus pocket Vietnamese<>English dictionary, 2nd ed., 05/04/2017, Periplus,
9780794607791, pp.88, £4.99
Contains the 15,000 most commonly used words in the language. The handy reference guide provides the
essentials of Vietnamese pronunciation that will ensure you are always understood when speaking.
NEW! Tuttle compact Vietnamese<>English dictionary, 20/06/2016, Tuttle, 9780804845342,
pp.640, £20.50
Over 25,000 words and expressions in both Vietnamese script and transliteration.
NEW! Tuttle pocket Vietnamese<>English dictionary, 20/03/2016, Tuttle, 9780804846622,
pp.640, £7.99
Over 18,000 words and expressions in both Vietnamese script and transliteration.
Tuttle Vietnamese<>English mini dictionary, 2013, Tuttle, 9780804842877, pp.384, £4.99
Over 15,000 words in a handy format.

Courses
Beginner’s Vietnamese (Nghiem-Boventer, M.), 2011, Hippocrene, book with CD(s), 9780781812658,
£27.46+VAT
13 lessons for classroom use or self-study, each with a dialogue, which is then broken down into grammar and
vocabulary. Includes 2 audio CDs and a section on Vietnamese customs and culture.
www.grantandcutler.com
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Colloquial Vietnamese (Vuong, T.D. et al), 01/07/2015, Routledge, book with online access,
9781138950238, £43.99
Beginner's course with many useful exercises with answer key section, dialogues, grammar reference and
vocabulary lists.
Continuing Vietnamese (Ngo, B. N.), 13/10/2015, Tuttle, book with CD-Rom(s), 9780804845335,
£19.99
Second-year language course designed for classroom or self-study. Continues the accessible and powerful
approach begun in 'Elementary Vietnamese'.
NEW! Easy Vietnamese, 16/09/2016, Tuttle, book with CD-Rom(s), 9780804845977, £10.99
This language learning book introduces the learner to all the basics of the Vietnamese language and teaches
practical daily conversations and vocabulary. It enables users to begin communicating effectively from the very
first day and it's compact size makes it a great tool for travellers or business people looking to learn Vietnamese
on the road without giving up on any content.
Elementary Vietnamese, 2nd ed., 10/09/2015, Tuttle, book with CD(s), 9780804845328, £22.50
User-friendly language companion for beginners, introduces basic grammar, vocabulary and script. With audio
CDs.
Hành Trang Ngôn Ng?: language luggage for Vietman (Tran, M. & C.), 16/12/2013, University Press of
America, 9780761862413, £24.95
This first-year Vietnamese language textbook introduces college students to all aspects of the Vietnamese
language and culture in twelve comprehensive chapters. Each chapter begins with a list of active vocabulary
used for the selected topic, followed by dialogue and grammar utilized in everyday situations by native
speakers.
Hành Trình Van Hoá: a journey through Vietnamese culture (Tran, M. & C.), 01/01/2014, University
Press of America, 9780761862437, £24.95
This intermediate textbook continues to develop skills in listening, speaking, reading, and writing Vietnamese
at the second-year level. The book is presented as the linguistic and cultural journey of a family through twelve
selected cities in Vietnam. Each chapter is organized into sections on dialogue, grammar, reading, practice
exercises, and vocabulary.
Teach Yourself Complete Vietnamese (Healy, D.), 2010, book with CD(s), 9781444101881, pp.351,
£59.99
A new package and updated course teaching Vietnamese from beginner to level 4 (Common European
Framework Level B2). Full colour throughout and easy-to-read page design. Pack includes 2 x 70-minute audio
CDs (MP3 compatible).

Vocabulary
NEW! Vietnamese in a flash: flashcards, 19/08/2016, Tuttle
Vol. 1, 9780804847711, £14.99

Containing 448 flash cards of the most commonly used Vietnamese words and phrases, along with sample
sentences, handy indexes and a guide to using the cards for most effective learning.
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